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ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY

.DEGREE OF DIFFERENCE
Lois Vossen:

Lofty ·ambitions
SCSU grad fits
tailor--made job
by Angelo Gentile

Lois Vossen Photo by Jim Altobell

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.-In 1974, a small,
lively group of Twin Cities poets started meeting together informally upstairs of a Dinkytown
bookstore to read and share each other's poetry
as a way to break through the isolation common to writers.
At the same time, hundreds of miles
northwest, a 13-year old girl from a farm near
Watkins, Minn., was in junior high school and
was discovering a love for literature, a deep love
that would be nurtured through high school
and through college at St. Cloud State University (SCSU). This appreciation of literature was
something she hadn't been aware of since the
only book in her house on the farm was the
Bible.
Fifteen years later, those poets are professional, published writers. And the idea they
fostered-writers working together-has grown
into the nearly 2,000-member literary center
called the Loft, a Place for Writing and Literature. Located on east Franklin Avenue in Minneapolis, the Loft has grown to become the
largest literary center in the nation. The girl
from the farm has grown into a 28-year old
administrator who is applying her love for literature ( along with arts administration knowledge
she learned at SCSU) and an infectious energy
to the job of program director at the Loft.
The job seems "tailor made for me," says
Lois Vossen, SCSU class of 1984 ( arts administration major), who has been with the Loft for
five years. "It's a job I know how to do." She
doesn't say this in a boastful way, rather in an
upbeat, self-assured manner.
Her boss agrees. "Lois has learned a gre~t
deal and has matured on the job," says Susan
Broadhead, the Loft's executive director for the
past nine years. "She possesses a complex of
talents and abilities. She is able to keep track of
an incredible amount of administrative details
and at the same time is able to see beyond that
process to the larger picture."
But just what is this place called the Loft,
and just what does Vossen do as her part in the
mix of ingredients which, combined together,
has made the Loft so successful?

A basement loft
East Franklin Avenue in Minneapolis is a
mixed bag of seedy bars and liquor stores,
empty storefronts of plywood and cracked
windows, diverse restaurants and faceless
apartment buildings. Amid this disarray is an
old, renovated church-gray stucco with green
trim, ivy-covered. The Loft shares space inside
with the Playwright Center. The Loft is in the
basement, with the name now being only an
historical reference to its Dinkytown
beginnings.
An energetic Vossen puts away her bicycle
( she bikes to work every day from southwest
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Minneapolis, choosing to not own a car) and
enthusiastically shows a visitor all of the Loft's
nooks and crannies. The Loft's explosive
growth has strained its physical space. Loft staff
and board members have their eyes on a house
next door for future expansion. The current
space-the church basement-is crowded. Yet,
though there are people everywhere in offices
and conference rooms, there also is an ordered
quietness-activity without disruption.
Down the hall of hardwood floors on the
left is the East Room, where Patricia Francisco
is greeting her intermediate fiction class. The
group'pauses to good-naturedly shout encouragement to Vossen who is posing for the photographer. In the kitchen, also a conference
room of sorts, Richard Solly leads a class in
journal writing. The Playwright Center staff is
setting strategies in a meeting in the Library
Lounge, the largest conference room, and the
most inviting. It is a cozy, comfortable room of
soft chairs, warm lamps, more hardwood
floors, and lots of books and magazines. The
staff is framed in the windows of the white,
French doors.

Upstairs, the Loft and Playwright Center
share the sanctuary as an auditorium for major
speakers and readings series.
From a Dinkytown bookstore to a space
above a restaurant on Chicago Avenue to this
current site, the Loft has grown, developed and
prospered. Its mission of fostering the artistic
development of individual writers and building
an audience for contemporary literature in the
upper Midwest is being met.
"We want to make writing and literature
accessible and available to everybody," Vossen
adds, her upbeat energy level rising the more
she talks about the Loft. She looes talking about
the Loft. "It used to be that to be a successful
writer you had to go to New York, period. We
have proven that you can be in the Midwest
and be a successful writer. In fact there is a
thriving writers' community here at the Loft
( see Vossen, page 8)
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Let us dare. t~ read, think..
•

Kathleen Schmitz

~
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nlet us dare to read, think, speak and
write." In the aftermath of the Tiananmen
Square massacre in June, these words by
John Adams are as applicable today as
they were in 1765. In no uncertain terms,
his sentiments exemplify the strong bond
between education and freedom.
The news of the violence in Beijing
shocked the world, In this issue, Deborah
Hudson, SCSU assistant public relations
director for news, looks at how the Tiananmen Square tragedy affects the future
of SCSU's international exchanges with
China. Her article includes _quotes from
SCSU professor Mark Buchanan who
painfully witnessed the "unbridled
monstrosity."
A key player in SCSU's future rela- ,
· tions with China is Rolana Fischer, assistant director of SCSU's international studies program and the international
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student coordinator on campus. Fischer,
and his wife Rachel, spent seyeral years
living in China. He is unsure of what the
future holds for the Chinese people and
for SCSU's ties with China. He offers his
views in a guest column in this issue.

Lofty UQbitions
In researching and writing our ftDegree of
Difference" article in.this issue, ,where we
highlight an SCSU alum, SCSl:J Public
Relations Director and Outlook editor
Angelo Gentil~ pursued a personal interest of his-creative writing. He profiles
SCSU alumna Lois Vossen '84, program
director of the Loft in Minneapolis. Focusing on writing and literature, the Loft is
the largest literary center in the nation.
Gentile shows us Vossen's "infectious
energy," which contributes significantly to
the Loft's continuing success.

St. Cloud State University is inviting all
SCSU alumni home for the 1989 Homecoming Week celebration Oct. 30 to Nov.
4. This year's theme, "There's No Place
Like Home-Homecoming 1989," draws
its title from the film classic "The Wizard
of Oz."
..,
·
Homecoming also will be the time for
the official dedication of newly remodeled
Stewart Hall. All are invited to share in
this historical event on Friday, and a concert performance by singer Leo Kottke on
Saturday evening, November 4.

Kathleen Schmitz
Outlook Managing Editor

I

To the Editor:
"Mags flagged" in the most recent issue of Outlook was not
good news. If the Atwood Student Center Council does
not have a faculty adviser who is conversant with the First
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of
America, one should be appointed forthwith.
It is probably an important lesson in cynicism for St.
Cloud State University students to realize that a position
favored by a margin of 3 to 1 of those participating in the
referendum can be simply disregarded to placate a troublesome minority. One must assume that President McDonald, having viewed the decision to censor and failed to
veto it, agreed with the decision.
I learned to treasure the right to freedom of expression while I was a student at St. Cloud State. No doubt
there were those at that time who had their own ideas
about what the rest of us should have been able to read.
They probably could not have expected a very sympathetic
hearing from (former SCSU) President Wick.

Bradley Schwieger

Burlington awards

Outstanding college and university teaching skills are honored
annually by the Burlington
Northern Foundation. This
year, three St. Cloud State University (SCSU) faculty were
honored.
The recipients are Stephen
· Crow, assistantprofessor of
English;·Denise McGuire, assistant professor of biological
sciences; and Bradley Schwieger,
professor of accounting. Aside
from the prestigious honor of
being selected, each faculty
member received a $1,500 cash
award.
The Burlington Northern
Foundation Faculty Achievement Awards program was
established in 1984 and is
designed to recognize outstanding college and university teaching. A total of $1 million has
been allocated to 70 universities
over the past three years.
Stewart Hall is sporting a new look these days following the compleThese professors were
tion of an $8.2-million renovation. (See the' stq_ry on page 4.)
honored for unusual effort
Photo by Wendy Cichanski
~
,
devoted to ensuring the quality
of the classroom learning
experience, possess high quality
standards in course content and
John D. Ryan, '69
San Diego, Calif.

There's no place like home

student performance and demonstrate a direct impact on
involvement with his or her
students.
Crow was recognized for
his commitment to assist students at SCSU. A testament to
his impact and popularity with
students is the fact that his
classes are usually filled by the
end of pre-registration. He is
also actively involved in issues
affecting American Indians and
cultural diversity.
McGuire helped the university develop a bachelor of
science degree in biotechnology.
Her teaching methods, along
with the development of a comprehensive research laboratory,
were among the reasons she was
cited for the Burlington Northern Award.
Schwieger was recognized
for his achievement in teaching,
which included being named
Outstanding Instructor by the
national honor society Phi
Kappa Phi and being selected as
Outstanding Educator of the
Year by the Institute of Internal
Auditors in both 1988 and
1989.
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All expenses for the
research project were paid for
by C-SPAN. Welch, a junior
majoring in political science,
received a $1,000 stipend for
her work.

A new vice president
St. Cloud State University•s
(SCSU) new vice president for
academic affairs brings.a heightened perspective for global matters and faculty research to her
new position.
Dr. Josephine Davis, formerly the graduate dean at
Albany State College in Albany,
Ga., joined the SCSU administrative staff on July 1. She
earned her Ed.D. in mathematics from Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, and her
master•s degree in mathematics
at the University of Notre Dame
De Lac, South Bend., Ind. She
holds a bachelor•s degree in
mathematics from Spelman
College.
Davis is excited about being
at SCSU, an institution she
characterizes as being in "transition," because of its expanding
mission and growing
enrollment.
"It•s an interesting time to
be here to contribute to the
molding of the institution;• said
Davis. Her first-year goals
include focusing on increasing
the opportunities for global
education in SCSU•s colleges,
and enhancing scholarly and
creative opportunities for
faculty.
"I hope we can build the
~programs that are needed
while strengthening existing
programs," said Davis.
Among her aims are to
further scsu•s commitment to
cultural diversity by working
with each college on planning
and programs. "We have the
opportunity to be agents of
change."
In terms of research, Davis
notes that SCSU•s traditional
and historic role is as a teaching
college. The expanded mission
of SCSU necessitates more
faculty research and scholarly
activities, she said. "We want
SCSU to be recognized and to
command respect for its scholarly contributions!'
SCSU alumni can play an
important role in the process,
Davis said.
"We need to look for ways
to broaden our support base,"
Davis said. "Any alumni who

Just to be SURE

Josephine Davis

can assist in a cooperative venture, or expand our opportunities for applied research opportunities are invited to contact
me·, especially alumni working
with organizations or individuals
with international connections.,,
Davis also advocates
increasing communications
between her office and students
and faculty.
Davis presently is a W. K.
Kellogg Fellow. Her Kellogg
program focuses on leadership
development in higher education and cross--cultural perspectives of minority youth. In
1987, Davis was named Albany
Woman of the Year.
Widely travelled, Davis has
a strong belief in community
service and involvement. She
has been active in the Girl
Scouts organization, and
numerous community and civic
projects.
"My lifestyle is consistent
with my beliefs," said Davis.
"Individuals make their best
contributions when they are
best prepared.,, Davis and her
husband, Gordon, have three
grown children, Josette,
Monique and Rodney.
Davis replaces Don Sikkink, vice president for academic affairs during the 198889 academic year. Sikkink was
appointed to the post following
the departure of Stephen
Weber, who is now president of
State University of New York at
Oswego.

Photo by Jim Altobell

TV time overseas
Televising the political process
of legislatures is a fairly recent
development in the United
States.
But C-SPAN, a non-profit
public television system, had
enough of an interest in politics
beyond America that it funded
the research of a St. Cloud State
University student in order to
survey which countries taped its
legislative session.
SCSU student Renee
Welsh, under the supervision of
political science professor Steve

Frank, completed the research
project on worldwide television
coverage of_ international legislatures. Welsh's findings were
used in a keynote address this
June delivered at an international conference of C-SPAN
held in Washington, D.C.
"Renee collected information by mail or phone from
every city in the world that has
a legislature," Frank said. "CSPAN is interested in helping
countries share their own legislative sessions and also in helping them pick up sessions by
other countries," Frank said.

From aquaculture to video production, the St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) Minnesota
SURE Access office has
responded to more than 80
requests during the program's
first nine months of operation.
SURE is an acronym for
State University Research
Enterprise Access. It is a database system designed to make
state university system
resources-faculty, facilities and
equipment-accessible to business, communities and
individuals.
During the past year,
requests .handled by SCSU's
SURE Access offices ranged
from engineering assistance with
a machine manufacturing wax
sheets, to starting a private
investigation business. SURE
Access also helped provide personnel assistance in foreign language translation, grantwriting
and establishing on-site day
care. SCSU faculty are assisting
with water treatment/analysis
programs and upgrading stonecutting equipment.
Those who would like
more information about SURE
Access are invited to call the
SCSU database at (612) 2553946, and ask for Rich Dunfee,
St. Cloud Coordinator.

MWWEB•Vlif

The classic sounds of the Minnesota Orchestra, Lemonade Concert which kicked off the Wtieels,
conducted by Bruce Hangen, again graced the St. Wings and Water Festival in St. Cloud in early July.
Cloud State University campus during the annual Photo by Jim Altobell
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Stewart Hall dedication planned
for Homecom~ng weekend
by Kathleen Schmitz
Forty years ago, the foundation
for Stewart Hall was laid. Built
to serve as the main classroom
building on campus in 1948,
Stewart Hall represents the cornerstone of education for St.
Cloud State University (SCSU).
Since 1948 when the building was first dedicated, thousands of SCSU students and
faculty have walked through its
halls. Built to accommodate
1,000 students in the late '40s,
today nearly 16,000 stroll its
corridors.
Undoubtedly, these students, faculty, alumni and visitors on campus cannot have
missed witnessing the recent
facelift of Stewart Hall. Yards of
metal scaffolding, construction
workers, screeching drills and
scattered dust have given everyone some clue that exciting
changes are taking place outside
and inside the historic building.
To commemorate the renovation of Stewart Hall, an official dedication is set for Homecoming weekend, Nov. 3-4.
Alumni,_students, faculty, and
friends of St. Cloud State are
welcome to attend the Stewart
Hall celebration while on campus for Homecoming.
The official dedication,
entitled "Perspectives," will
encompass the artistic, cultural
and technological changes that
have taken place within Stewart
Hall and on the SCSU campus
during recent years. A new
sculpture, "Perspectives," by
artist Charles Huntington commissioned especially for Stewart
Hall, will be installed at a later
date. The sculpture is funded
through the State of Minnesota's Percent for Art program.
The Stewart Hall dedication will take place at 3 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 3 with remarks
· from SCSU President Brendan
McDonald. Tentative plans
include inviting honored guests
Mary Stewart, ( daughter of
Warren H. Stewart, for whom
the building is named), Minnesota Governor Rudy Perpich
andJohn Weismann '22, former
Dean of Men 1927-1969. The
Stewart Hall counseling center is
to be named in Weismann's
honor during a separate dedication at 2 p.m. the same day.
Also attending will be Fern
Formica, one of the original
munchkins in the movie "The
Wizard of Oz". Ms. Formica

will be present for the 1989
Homecoming festivities, dubbed
"There's No Place Like Home
-Homecoming 1989."
After the dedication,
refreshments and tours of Stewart Hall and the campus will
be available.
Highlighting the Stewart
Hall dedication weekend will be
a performance in the Stewart
Hall Auditorium by singer Leo
Kottke.Kottke,anationally
known folk guitarist and recording artist, attended SCSU.
Tickets are $7 .50 in advance
and $10 the day of the concert,
Saturday, Nov. 4. Concert time
is 8 p.m. Outlook readers will
have first chance to buy tickets
before they go on sale to the
public Oct. 3 to Nov. 3.
Limited preferred seating is
available for $15, and includes a
post-concert reception. For
ticket information and reservations, contact the SCSU Alumni
Association at (612) 255-4241.

Those attending will not
only have an opportunity to
enjoy the festivities, concert and
reception, but also will be able
to see the changes within Stewart Hall, including the newly
installed wood sculpture by
SCSU alumnus Steve Woodward. The sculpture will be suspended within the two-story
lobby.
"People can't believe that
it's the old Stewart Hall," said
Steve Ludwig, assistant to the
vice president for administrative
affairs. "The entire building,
except for the structure itself, is
new."
Currently, the new building
houses nine academic departments and new facilities"for the
campus radio station KVSC and
UTVS, SCSU's TV station.

!,;

SCSU Alumni & Foundation presents:

Nationally-renowned folk guitarist

Leo KOttke

Kathleen Schmi~ is SCSU's assistant
public relations director for
publications.

Saturday, Nov. 4, '·1 989
,' 8 p.m..

Stewart fl.all Auditorium
;J'ickets: $7.50 in advance
.« $10
at the door
$15 preferred seating and post concert reception
( seating is limited)

Ticl.cets go'"on sale Oct. 3-Nov. 3 ,

·BUT..... Outlook readers have an'opportunfry to buy tickets
"?"' before ibev, go on sa1.~ ~otbe public Oct. 3. Bu! ~rly to get:~~e

.oest seats! For ticketinfcmnatton, contact the S€St1 Alumni A.ssociation at'(612) 255-4241. (A handlingJee of $t.50 will be added
· to all ticket orders.)
'"

,.
TiclietOrder«Form

uo Kott,ke

' Yea, I would like to onier _ _ d ,c ket(1) for,the Leo Kottke

·,,fe>ncert. Ti~~~ are.$7:~O !n advanatand $,1~ f~.~e~e4 seat'·
: '.!ling plus p(!lt\oncert rece~n. (Leo I<ottke will be+.1ttendmg the PQst
concert reception.)

"'

(Please place quantity next to ticket price~ are choosing.)
$7.50 _ _ _ ·~

1

. ·..·.· •
$15.00 ---,,,,-cc-- (p~ferred~~reception)
; ~} fandling cliaige: $1.50 ,
. · •"iw
" ; ".,
•

; <.,··

$ .- - - .;~~:;_

:~

Pho~e....·~· ---~--'-Cit,

The $8-million-plus renovation of Stewart Hall was completed in time
for fall quarter classes at SCSU. Dedication ceremonies are being
planned to coincide with Homecoming Nov. 3-4. Photo by Wendy
Cichanski
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Fall sports look bright
by Anne Abicht
Now that the pennant races are starting to
heat up in professional baseball and the
season has begun for professional foot,
ball, it's time to think about collegiate
athletics and the fall sports calendar in
particular.
At St. Cloud State University, fall
sports begin in earnest in m1d,August
when 100 football and 15 volleyball play,
ers report to campus for fall camp.
The opening of fall camp signals the
beginning of another collegiate sports year
and visions of North Central Conference
titles and championship playoffs.
This fall, the Huskies have four teams
in action and all four teams have an excel,
lent chance at producing championship
seasons.
A great deal of hype is already'in the
air regarding pre-season predictions and
expectations and SCSU sports are
included. Both the football and volleyball
teams have been rated in pre-season polls.
The SP?'ting News has rated SCSU
fourth in the nation in Division II football
in the annual pre-season poll published
late in the summer. The Huskies also had
two players on TSN's pre-season all,
america .team in runningback Harry Jackson of Minneapolis and offensive lineman
':Jon Tommervik of Mahnomen.
Jackson, SCSU's all-time leading
career rusher returns for his senior season
~ : of action. Last year, Jackson won the . .
· North Central Conference rusl;ung n_tle

An accreditation team
visited SCSU last fall to evalu,
ate curriculum, faculty expertise, equipment and resources,
St. Cloud State University's
(SCSU) computer science pro- Carr said.
"We are very pleased that
gram received national accrediour program has earned this
tation this summer by the
Computing Sciences Accredita, coveted recognition,'' said
tion Board ( CSAB ), becoming Louise Johnson, dean of the
SCSU College of Science and
one of the first computer
science programs in Minnesota Technology. "This reflects on
to be accredited and joining one the program we offer and the
of only a handful of schools to expertise of our faculty. We
offer a program not available
earn such distinction in the
anywhere else in the state."
Upper Midwest.
More than 1,000 students
Each year, about 40
are expected to be enrolled in
schools nationwide are visited
by three-person teams assigned SCSU computer science classes
this fall, Carr said. Of those,
the responsibility of reviewing
computer science programs, said about 150 are computer science
majors. About 30 students
Ralph Carr, computer science
graduate each year from the
department chairman. During
this past year, 34 four-year col- program.
leges and universities in the U.S.
were evaluated, including
Ethnic endeavors
SCSU. In all, there are 81
CSAB-accredited programs in
The unusual ethnic composition
the nation.
of Yugoslavia is the central
"This is a significant
focus of research being conachievement for this department ducted by St. Cloud State Uniand the university," Carr said.
versity's latest Fulbright scholar,
"The standards which must be
Bill Haniff.
met are extremely rigorous."
Haniff, professor of inter,
About half of the universities
national relations and director
seeking CSAB accreditation are of the SCSU international rela,
turned down, Carr said.
tions program, is interested in
the culture of the various
Yugoslavian groups. He tra,
velled around the country,
attending lectures at colleges
and universities and talking with

and ranked third in the nati.~n in NCAA
Division II rushing. He is on course to
become one of the most prolific rushers
in NCC and SCSU football history.
To add to the pre-season football
hype, the College Football Premw, a publi,
cation that covers NCAA Division II and
III and NAIA football, has rated the Hus,
kies second in a pre-season North Central
Conference poll. Defending conference
and National champion, North Dakota
State was picked by CFP to repeat as
:-NCC champions. Last year, the Huskies
posted a 5=4 record in the Nee for a
fourth-place tie and were one win away
from being invited to the NCAA football
playoffs.
Head coach Noel Martin is preparing
·for.his seventh season with the Huskies.
He will have the luxury of a 20,member
senior class that will provide a great deal
of playtng experience and op and off the
field leadership. Eight starters return from
the offensive side of the ball and eight '
starters return"on defense.""'
Husky football is not the only SCSU
sport to enjoy apre-season spotlight. The
SCSU volleyball team was rated 14th in
the Tachikara Coaches Top 20 Divisionill
pre-season volleyball poll. ·
The Huskies rating was based on last
year's 22-15 overall finish and selection to
the first round of the NCAA Division U,
volleyball tournatnent.
In 1989, the SCSU volleyball team

returns 10 letterwinners including four
starters. Of the starters; three are seniors
who will bring a great" deal of leadership
and experience to_the squad. Sheri
dell, a senior from Maplewood, was an
all-North Central Conference arid all,
region pick last season.
Three freshman recruits and one
1988 redshirt will be the new faces in
1989. Head coach Dianne Glowatzke will
begin her 13th season this fall and will
attempt to produce an 18th straight win,
ning season with the Huskies.
Men's and women's cross-country
will take to the course once again this fall.
Both squads will be missing an all,
american from 1988. On the women's
team, SCSU will be missing Jenni Schultz,
the 1988 NCC char:npion and NCAA
Division II runner-up. The men will be
without the services of NCC runner-up
and numerous all,american Pat McCarthy.
Both squads do return a strong supporting
cast from 1988 with hopes of improving
their standings in the NCC and Division
II.
All four fall sports teams enjoyed a
very successful 1988 season and all four
will ~gain pursue athletic excellence on the
competitive field.

Man-

Anne Abicht is SCSU's Sports Information
Director.
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in mid-August.
"Although it is one country, there are seven large and
distinct ethnic groups and nine
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"Yugoslavia does have one centralized government, but
numerous ethnic groups which
remain highly regionalized and
autonomous."
The Fulbright award assists
by paying airfare and living
expenses. He also received a
Fulbright in 1968 to study the
cultures and people of southeast
Asia. Haniff visited Singapore,
Malaysia and Indonesia.
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CHINA:

Change, complication and chaos
Education the key to understanding China's dilemmas
by Deborah Hudson

The indestructible link between education and
freedom has been forever forged in the aftermath of terror at Tiananmen Square.
·St. Cloud State University (SCSU), while
far removed physically, has its own emotional
ties with the students and teachers of China.
Several SCSU faculty, many students, and various friends of the university are associated
with China in an intimate way.
Perhaps, then, it is time to look at several
SCSU-related perspectives on the Tiananmen
tragedy, and assess the damage done and the
outlook for the future of continued relations
between SCSU's China programs and continued relations between the two countries.
Outlook readers should know, however,
that for obvious reasons, we are not speaking
with or quoting any SCSU Chinese students.
One only has to see the long arm of the Chinese
government's mode of punishment to realize
that our first priority is in no way to jeopardize
our students' opportunity to study here or to
put in danger any family members ~till in the
country.

A complicated card game
One of SCSU's resident experts on China is
Roland Fischer, assistant director of SCSU's
international studies program. Fischer and his
spouse, Rachel, spent nearly six years teaqiing
in China before returning to the U.S. to teach
at SCSU in the fall of 1987.
Fischer sees the Tiananmen incidents as a
small part of a complicated and longstanding
puzzle that describes China's way of life.
"There are just too many pieces of the
situation," said Fischer. "The events themselves, the protests and the crackdown, are not
surprising, given ( the government's) need to
assert itself.
"It was~ card game, in a sense, and the
government had to play their cards,'' Fischef
said.
Although many days have passed since the
well-publicized protests and 'the resulting
bloodshed, Fischer still isn't sure what the
future holds for the Chinese people.
"We're not sure where this turn in the
road will take us, there are many issues on both
sides to look at," he said.
Thus far, SCSU's plans to bring three Chinese instructors to campus this fall are proceeding. A decision has not been reached at this

time regarding our China study abroad program
for students, Fischer said.

A w.hole new world
To not continue the program would be unfortunate, because the insights gained by the students and faculty participating are immense,
according to veterans of past China study
programs.
SCSU junior Eric Hjelle, 20, returned
from his five-month stint in China in January
1989. A native of New Brig\tton, Hjelle is
majoring in international relations and political
science. His time at Nankai Unive(sity, home to
SCSU's international studies program in Tianjin, is among the best of his life experiences. He
plans to attend SCSU for one more year before
leaving in fall 1990 for a language institute in
Taiwan.
Hjelle hopes to return to China to teach,
but he's uncertain what he'll find there one or
two years from now.
"I can't believe it when I think of China as
a country of one billion people, there are so
many of them," said Hjelle. "I just have to
believe that if the people get behind something,
then things will change. Give China 20 years,
and things will change and eventually things will
be more equal."
Hjelle's exposure to everyday people in
China was somewhat limited because he was a
student at the university. But even in January,
six months before the internationally publicized
protests, "something was brewing," Hjelle said.
"The students were mad about the race
riots ( earlier in the year) and I think there was a
lot of correlation between reaction to that and
what happened," Hjelle said.
Part of the lack of understanding most
people have for the problems in China is that
until this protest, media coverage was limited
by the government. Though not on the same
scale as the Tiananmen Square assemblies, students have protested, especially in 1985-86.
"It (protests) happened before, but we
never heard about it," Hjelle said.
If nothing else, the intense TV coverage
made many Americans aware that "this stuff
actually happens. It might not sink in, but it
happens," Hjelle said.
·
Hjelle's hopes for the future of a country
he's grown tolove and respect?
"They'll make it, they'll eventually change
because they are an industrious people."

Unique perspectives
SCSU professor Mark Buchanan was teaching
in Beijing until June 7, 1989-three days after
the tanks rolled into Tiananmen. An instructor
at the China University of Political Science and
Law, he still has painful memories of what it
was like to leave "home," which China had
become to him, his wife and three small
children.
He had been in China since August 1988
on a Fulbright award, and until April 1989,
there was no indication of the kind of trouble
to come.
uMy best source of information became
the students, the VOA, (Voice of America) and
BBC, (British Broadcasting Corporation),'' he
said. In fact, in mid-May, Buchanan himself
made the news when he was interviewed by
CBS news correspondents and later, Kathleen
Sullivan, co-host of the the program, "CBS
This Morning."
Even after the protests started, the Buchanans were safe at the Friendship Hotel, where
they were staying. It wasn't until the first dreadful week of June that the family sensed with
much reluctance, that they would have to leave.
uEverybody expected the troops to come,
they'd been trying to get in (to Tiananmen
Square)," Buchanan said. "But I don't know if
people expected the tanks and the unbridled
monstrosity.''

Buchanan and his family eventually left
China and returned to the United States before
his Fulbright study was completed. He'd like to
return to see the friends he made in China. His
harrowing experiences and increased understanding of the culture and country have given '
him a new perspective on his westernized
education.
"What happened there was not 'unChinese,"' Buchanan said. "But from a western
perspective, that the government would atte..mpt
to cover-up what happened is almost an
understatement."
,Buchanan is more optimistic than most
about the future of the student-led movement
for democracy.
· "I have great hope, and perhaps it's blind
optimism," Buchanan said. uBut I think the
movement is as strong in the heartS of people as
it's ever been."
As for further educational ties-at this
point the most effective links America can
make with China-Buchanan is certain: uThe
most important impact we can have with China
is in the academic, we must continue the
contacts."
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sight. The Nankai·administrators who
•
It took't~ .the' better part of a yeat'to
interesting'.titnes," has certainly cast
accompanied.the Chinese students
separate in
minds the old culture '·
-spell ov~ the population residing in the
pledged undylng friendship.
from the new, both of which existed in
People's Republic of China in 1989,.
What happened is history. We were
Tianjin city. We prowled the ancient lanes
Of course the people of China have
awaiting the St. Cloud t•Oz" troupe when
of the city looking for artifacts of a bybeen living in interesting times for most of
they arrived at Nankai the following
gone age. No
fascinating was the evitheir current history. My wife, Rachel,
'spring. The St. Cloud State performers
dence of new China, mostly embodied i~
and I join¢ our fate with the Chinese,.
were greeted as oldfriends. The relationpeople 10 years after Nixon forgec:l a reJ.a..
ship prompted another first test case-:,- ,
the lives of. th~ young. qeopie we .taugh
· . .t· .
tionship with the Chinese government/
' ~igni~carit cultu?l exch~ ~etc; :.''
never had a seties1of Chinese universities db"
growing wide and deep. In 1985 we ·
By 1982 the "open-door" pollcy had
ever before collabprated on such an
received permission to take a Chinese ·
been officially defined and was beginning
enterprise.
drama from Nankai University to Amerto be implemented. While we resided at
At this point Nankai had assumed an
ica. We contacted SCSU ·President BrenNankai University, the Chinese policy was
international reputation for Chinese
dan McDonald at St~ Cloud State Univertranslated into academic exchanges with
drama. A new level of commitment was
sity to ask whether such an opportunity
the West and the coastal economic zones
attained and Rachel and I wished our
could
be
financed.
Almost
immediately
were set aside for modernization
Chinese friends .a fond farewell and
we received a confirmation.
experimentation.
returned home to'.'S CSU.
1
, In addit,ion,, President ¥~nal4 out:.,
These '.; economic zones' opeqed\
lined a plausil:>cle approach-get a series-of
doors into i:~latively srnall sliowrooms
Global unders~ding
Minnesota Sta.te University System camwhere businessmen from the West could
From those dramatic beginnings
pus sponsots. We spent our summer Holconference,with what they hoped were
China has been a deep and abiding coniday in Minnesota visiting state university
their Chinese counterparts and where the
cern for St. Cloud State. An annual studypresidents.. They were unanimous in their
merchandise of both regions of the earth
abr.oad China pr~m was initiated in
support.
could be battered.
1986, first at :Xian in westcentral China, ·
- When Rachel and I returned to NanIn those first heady years of mutual
and then moved to Nankai University.
kai for the '~5-'86 school yeu, the p~o- , "
exchange, Americans met Chinese an.d
More than 40 students have participated ;,;
learned a healthy respect for their acugram was presented for Chinese revie~:
in the pr:ogranHind the interest had beenn::
men. Myths ,boµt Chinese naivett\ ~P- · . With the help:of President MuGu~g,
growing. N ~ ~ assured St. Clou~peared in an) tmosphere of fairly ~ita.;
' ~ o n was sought all the way up the '
State that recent .unhappy events in the
ble b a ~.conferences. _ • ·
Chinese bureaucracy to the Cultural
Chinese capitol does not affect the comMinistry.
Chin~ academics were also meeting
• mitment they feel to St. Cloud State.
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· their counterparts at American universiCondolences have been sent from Presiuniversity drama group had ever lJefore
ties during the late '70s and early '80s.
dent McDonald to his good friend Presileft China for such a tour.
Arid we were impressed-very
dent Mu and , grateful reply was receiveq.
impr~-with the quality of these early
Scholarly eJS:changes have been
\
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renewed. The Vice-Dean of the Foreign "'
homes of S hina's old prerevolution 7,
Breaking new
und
' ::;;,
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society, "th,~c;,ffspring of scholm; lately
The~ 98(j
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come to St. Cloud in response to the uniplucked from the pigstys of rural €hiria.
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.. A St. Cloud library' expert may 88$ist
usually brilliant Chinese helped American
·of this fairyqi).e event. The Nankai student
Nankai with their new research facility.
academics to update concepts of life in the
body was elated. The relationship
Whatever else the future may hold, the
People's Republic.
blossomed. ,
~
·
bonds formed during these troubled
What followed these early exchanges
The following year, SCSU agreed to
titnes-these interesting times-spells
was a desite by some American academics
send an American drama to China with ·
very real progre5$, toward mutual peace
to add th~ 9}un~ university to ~e
Nankai
chief sponsor. Wh~nt",,, ., "
and goodwill t,ej'!een the people Nan-:
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with stories of the Cultural Revolution
Roland Fischer is international stMdent coordinarot
Wizard of Oz," well underway for a tour
for the SCSU Omter for International Stvdies.
atrocities.
to China in tpe spring.
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Hopeful returns
Buchanan, the Fischers and Hjelle all hope to
return to China someday, as does James Anderson, an SCSU faculty emeritus who left China
on July 1. Anderson and his wife Florence, also
an SCSU faculty emeritus, were at Nankai University as teachers through-a- l:Jniversity of
Minnesota China study program.
The couple arrived in China on Sept. 1,
1988, long befor.e the student unrest became
public.
In some ways, the protests reminded James
Anderson of the American student protests of
the 1960s and '70s.
"The (Chinese) students were much more
passive, more peaceful," said Anderson, who
taught English composition, culture and American history at Nankai University.
But there is a major difference between
American student protests against a democratic
government and Chinese student protests
against a totalitarian system.

acting as

"In this country, when things happen, there'll be a change for the better," Anderson said.
"In China, there'll be no change for the better,
it can be worse for them."
Anderson, like others interviewed for this
story, was very surprised at the intense international media coverage of the events in China.
Most of the people in the country had little idea
of what was really happening, or that for several
weeks, the western media focused on little else
besides the student protests.
"The people there have no idea of the suppression, the complete suppression of the
·
government,'' Anderson said. But, he added, he
does believe the student movement will rise
again, but not for many, many years. Anderson,
a teacher of history, realizes now that he was a
part of history for simply being in China during
the tumultuous days of May and June 1989.
In addition to the Andersons, the Fischers,
Hjelle and Buchanan, Keith Ewing, a faculty
member in the Leaming Resources Center, also
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hopes to visit China. His plan is to visit China
later this fall to help Nankai University officials
with a research facility.

Taking care of ties
Roland Fischer still isn't sure what lies ahead
for the country, its politicians or the students.
He is certain, however, to continue nurturing the ties SCSU has made with China through
its universities.
"The foundation has been laid through
friendship and the edifice must be building if
there is to be world peace," Fischer said.
"There is no turning back," he added.
The ties that bind, then, are through the
personal contacts and academic relationships
which endure above-and sometimes beyondthe politics of power and might.
D
Deborah Hudson is assistant public relations director for
news at St. Cloud State Uniuersity.
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Vossen, continued from p. 1)

and in Minnesota. Part of this is because we
have been loyal to our mission. That's been the
key to our success.,,
Indeed, the Loft has been successful. In
1982, the Loft had about 500 members. Membership today nears 2,000. The Loft operates
on an annual budget of $500,000. The center is
gaining a national reputation, with the National
Endowment for the Arts calling the Loft "a
model for literary centers" across the country.
"The original organizers of the Loft may
never have had such lofty ambitions,,, Vossen
says, ignoring the play on words.
The Loft's wide variety of programs
include educational offerings such as 36 to 38
classes and workshops each quarter in fiction,
children's literature, poetry and creative nonfiction; a weekly readings series; a story-telling
hour for children; nationally acclaimed mentor
series and creative nonfiction programs which
bring well-known writers to Minnesota for
she>rt residencies; grants to individual writers; a
monthly publication called A View from the
Loft; and a books program on Minnesota Public Radio.

Thriving on activity
A drop-in visitor on a typical day would
find Vossen on the phone organizing and scheduling classes, workshops or readings <;>r meeting with staff or writing grants or sending out

Loft grant assists Meissner's work

Bill Meissner

The Loft McKnight awards pr<>grarn is one of
the .most effective ways the Loft meets its missto~ o£Jostering the artistic devt;lopment of
writers ..Bill Meissner is one of those.writers
md one'of this year's award winners.
' Meissner, St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) Eaglish professor ana qead of the
department's creative writing program, ~as
awarded one of the $10,000 Loft-McKnight
Awards of Distinction.
Fun~ed by the McKnight Fpundation, the
awards bring recognition and fln~cial support
, to wri!.ers of high caliber in Minnesota. Eight
grants {>f $7,500 ( four each to writers of poetry
ano creative prose) and two $10,000 Awards of
Distinction were awarded this year.
All grants are awarded on t:}ie basis of anonymous manuscripts submitted to out-0f-state
Judg~. Meissner anonymously submitted 30
pages·, of his writing which was judged by Peter
Tavlot, a Puliaer-prize winning,a1;1thor of seven
books:/'" \.
•. , ., ."' ,, ii·; . '
- · •Me~ner has ~itten
of poetry
~d HJ'had his work in fictionpublisned
·~
widely. He currently is working on a novel, a
book of poetry, and a collection of short
fiction.
Awards won previously by Meissner, who
has been on the SCSU faculty since 1972,
include i National Endowment for the Arts
Creaµve ;writing Fellowship, a,.MU)Ilesota State
Am Boar:d Fellowship, and a L\>ft-McKnight
· Aw:rq_for Poetry:
"lrR;"t' t ,,,

tlir~:pooks

correspondence or a hundred other things an
administrator must do in a given day.
Vossen works in three major areas which,
essentially, cover all of what the Loft is about;
educational programming, fundraising through
sponsors and grants; and the readings series on
a variety of subjects.

Foundation elects members, officers

ult used to be that to be a sue.st- cessful writer you had to go to
New York, period. S1/e have
':~proven that ')!OU ~ · ~ in the
'" Midwest and be a successful
~iter ... this is because we
liave been loyal to our mission.
· That's been the key to our
success."
:~ffi-~7

"She has practicality and creativity,,, says
Bill Meissner, who heads SCSU's creative writing program and taught Vossen at SCSU ( see
related story). "It is rare to have both abilities.
Yet having both really fits for the job she's
doing."
Vossen says she developed her creativi~ at
SCSU. The university is only 35 miles from her
home town of Watkins, "but it was a different
world. It was a short distance but a long leap,,,
Vossen recalls.
As a freshman, she was an undeclared theatre major. "I couldn't tell my parents I majored
in theatre. That would have sounded too
weird." Eventually, she decided on an arts
administration major and a creative writing
minor.
She also worked as a student promotion
director for the theatre department, something
Dale Swanson remembers fondly. Swanson, an
associate professor of theatre, says she took
over as student promotion director "as a
freshman and just did a superb job for the rest
of her time here. In fact, she is the standard that
I use to judge my student promotion people
today."
Meissner also fondly recalls Vossen. "I had
her as a student in the beginning composition
course and noticed her talent and so encouraged her to pursue creative writing. I'm pleased
she did."
In her last year of school, Vossen worked
as an intern at the Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis which led to a job as an outreach assistant
there. Later, she accepted a part-time program
director's job at the Loft which eventually grew
to a full-time commitment.
In addition to her administrator's role at
the Loft, Vossen also is a writer, having had
several poems published and also winning the
Writers' Journal national poetry contest in
1987. She says she'll continue writing, though
she has less time these days with her job
commitment.
What about the future? Vossen loves to
travel ( she biked in Ireland for three weeks last
summer) and would like to live overseas. She
also is developing a greater interest in film. She
wants to become more politically active as well.
She's still talking about her future plans as
she leads a visitor out-up the stairs from the
basement. She also is mentioning the Loft's
hoped-for future expansion-that infectious
energy emerging again.
Outside, the day is rainy and gray.
Inside, Vossen lights up the Loft.
0
Angelo Gentile is SCSU's public relations director.
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Robert Hebeisen

Three new members were
named and officers elected to
the St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) Foundation board of
directors at its annual May
meeting.
The new board members
are: Mabel Coborn, Sartell;
Larry Dorn, '64, Fergus Falls
and Robert Hebeisen, '63,
Excelsior.
Elected as officers are president, Lee Hanson, attorney
with the firm of Hall, Byers,
Hanson, Steil, and Weinberger,
St. Cloud; vice-president, John
Schulzetenberg, '68, partner-incharge of Touche Ross in
Denver, Colo.; and Larry
Sundby, '63, '67, secretary/
treasurer, and professor of
accounting at SCSU.
Coborn has been a lifelong
resident of Central Minnesota.
She presently serves on the
board of directors of the St.
Cloud Area United Way and
the Boys and Girls Club of Central Minnesota. She served on
the board of the·Minnesota
Lung Association and presently
serves on the planning commit-

Larry Sundby

tee of the Central Minnesota
Division of the March of Dimes.
Coborn is involved in numerous
local organizations including
Kiwanis, American Legion Auxiliary, St. Cloud Country Club
and SCSU Presidents Club.
Coborn belongs to St. Francis
Xavier Church in Sartell. She
and her spouse, Dan, live in St.
Cloud.
Dorn is president of Dorn
and Company, Inc. He is financial principal and stockbroker/
investment banker for the firm.
He also is a registered investment advisor of Dorn Financial
Services. He serves on the
boards of the Lake Region Hospital of Fergus Falls as well as its
foundation and the First Lutheran Church Council of Fergus
Falls of which he is president.
Over the past few years he has
served on the boards of Security
State Bank, the Fergus Falls
Economic Development Commission where he was president,
the Fergus Falls YMCA, the
Fergus Falls Chamber of Commerce where he served as president, and the Minnesota Small
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Business Finance Agency. Dorn
is a member of Kiwanis, International Association of Financial Planners, Twin City Bond
Club, Minnesota Institute of
Public Finance and the Securities Industry Association. He
and his spouse, Jeanette, live in
Fergus Falls and are members of
the SCSU Presidents Club.
Hebeisen is the vicepresident and controller of
Minnetonka Inc., a
Bloomington-based company. It
is the 42nd largest public corporation in Minnesota, has 975
employees and expects $300
million in sales this year. One of
its major products is Calvin
Klein,s Obsession perfume. As
this story goes to press, the
company was considering a tendered offer from Unilever.
Hebeisen is originally from
Willmar. After graduating from
St. Cloud State University, he
joined Hormel in sales and traveled extensively. Before joining
Minnetonka, Inc. in 1973, he
worked for Coopers and
Lybrand as an accountant in the
Twin Cities. He is a member of
the Congregational Church of
Excelsior. He and his wife,
Sally, are members of the SCSU

Presidents Club and live in
Excelsior.
Other members of the
SCSU Foundation board are:
Jack Amundson, partner,
McMahon, Hartmann, Amundson and Co., St. Cloud; Jim
Anderson, president, Anderson
Brothers Construction, Brainerd; J. P. Bolduc, '61, vicechairman, W.R. Grace Co.,
New York; Fred Bursch, president, Bursch Travel Agency,
Inc., Alexandria and St. Cloud;
Rick Caldecott, '77, partner,
Caldecott, Forro, and Taber,
Minneapolis; Mary Ditlevson
Choate, '79, family business,
Minneapolis; Alyn Dull, '49,
faculty emeritus, St. Cloud;
Janese Evans, '79, '81, senior
research manager, Business
Incentives, Edina; James Kelly,
dean, SCSU College of Business; St. Cloud; Ron Klaphake,
'67, executive director, Missoula Economic Development
Corporation, Missoula, Mont.;
John Leisen, '61, president,
Zapp Bank, N.A., St. Cloud; Pat
Hirl Longstaff, '73, associate
general counsel, Minneapolis
Star Tribune, Minneapolis; Gerry
Otto, retired president, Precision Optics, St. Cloud;

Phonathon continues to break records
The spring phase of SCSU,s Annual Fund Phonathon was very successful, with total dollars
pledged of $83,850 (an increase over last spring
of 23 percent). A total of 3,132 alumni and
parents made a pledge of support.
The fall phase of the Annual Fund Phonathon will begin on Sept. 18. Last yeaes campaign was the most successful ever, and we
hope this year will bring a new record.
Your support is vital to the many programs
supported by the Foundation: scholarships for
deserving students, faculty research grants,
artistic residencies, special campus programs,
and campus enhancements.
You can make a difference, and your support is appreciated!
Mary Sue Potter, senior vicepresident, Bankers Systems,
Inc., St. Cloud; Warren Teigen,
president and chief executive
officer, Security Financial Banking and Savings, F.S.B., St.
Cloud; Colleen Thompson, '86,
interim dean of instruction,
Willmar Community College,
Willmar; and Jerry Woit, controller, WCI Freezer Division,
St. Cloud.
Special recognition was
given to Jack Amundson as outgoing president, and David Van
Nostrand, M.D., St. Cloud,

9

whose board term expired.
It also was announced at
, the May meeting by Amundson
that based on the success of the
past few years, the Foundation
board will consider a major
campaign in the near future.
Since 1985, the assets of the
Foundation have doubled, the
endowment has doubled, annual
giving has more than doubled
from a half million to a million,
and future expectancies
increased from $400,000 to
almost $2 million.

Bonnie Nies, chair of St. Cloud
State University's (SCSU) 1989
Community Campaign, is an
active St. Cloud area volunteer
who has also chaired two previous May Bowle fund-raisers.
Last year's community campaign,
under the leadership of Denois
Ringsmuth '61, raised $243,239
for SCSU. The campaign goal for
this year is $275,000. Bonnie's
husband, Royce, is a '71 SCSU
graduate and their eldest son will
be attending SCSU this fall.
.J

Grants
awarded
1:
Eight St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) faculty members and
ac}ministrators recently were
awarded grants through the
SCSU Foundation.
Two faculty members,
Debra Kellerman (business education and office administration) and Carolyn North (international studies)~ received
$2,000 grants. Kellerman's
grant request is for SCSU's College of Business Career Days.
North's proposal is for a Danish
homestay visit by the host families from SCSU's Danish Study
Center in Aalborg, Denmark.
Two faculty members,
Ching Hsin-Hsu (music) and
Marg~ret Vos (University Programming), received $1,000
grants. Hsu received her grant
1-

.

River of dreams

for the Central Minnesota
Chamber Orchestra Neighborhood Concert Series. Vos was
awarded $1,000 for the annual
Lemonade Concert featuring the
Minnesota Orchestra.
Three $500 grants were
awarded to David Carr ( social
sciences), Gerald Nestel (industrial studies) and Larry Putbrese
( teacher development). Carr's
proposal was for the Euro '92
faculty seminar/retreat; Nestel
was awarded a grant for the
Citizen Ambassador Program;
and Putbrese's proposal was
earmarked for SCSU's College
of Education Early Adolescence
Resource Center.
·
One $250 grant was
awarded to Linda Havir (sociology/anthropology) for a Rural
Senior Center Study.

Bob Meyer

Bob Meyer is living his dream.
A 1953 St. Cloud State
University graduate and native
of St. Cloud, Meyer is kayaking
the entireMississippi River to
raise scholarship funds for
SCSU programs.
Meyer, who currently lives
in St. Louis, began his voyage
· Aug. 1 at the headwaters of the _
Mississippi near Itasca State
Park. The one-man adventure of
kayaking 2,257 miles will conclude sometime in October in
New Orleans. Meyer expects to
travel about 32 miles a day,
passing through Minnesota,
Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin,
Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee,
Arkansas, Mississippi and
Louisiana.
This trip has been a lifelong

dream for Meyer. "I built my
first kayak when I was 12 years
old. I've paddled the Mississippi
for years and have always
wanted to paddle from top to
bottom.''
It's not too late to make a
pledge toward the scholarship
fund Meyer established on
behalf of the trip. To make a
pledge, contact Rosie Moran,
SCSU Foundation and Alumni
Center, 720 South Fourth
Avenue, St. Cloud, MN 563014498, or call (612) 255-3177.
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Scholarships & Endowments
onstrate financial need. The scholarship will be coordinated through
the SCSU's department of physical
education, recreation and sports '
science.
For more information, contact '
Terri Sheehan, 217 Halenbeck Hall,
SCSU, 720 Fourth Ave. S., St.
Cloud, MN 56301, or call (612)

255-3103.

Nolen scholarship
Don and Jan Watkins

Watkins Endowment
&

anonymous donor has established an endowment in the names
of two long-time St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) supporters.
The Don and Jan Watkins
Freshman/Athletic Scholarship was
established to assist incoming
freshmen as well as honor the contributions the couple have made to
SCSU and the community."
Don and Jan Watkins are
familiar names around SCSU, the
St. Cloud community and Central
Minnesota. Don has been a longtime advocate of the institution. He
was a co-recipient of the President's
.ighest award, the Silver Medallion,
he's received the Alumni Association's highest award, the Alumni
Service Award, and he's been
highly involved in the Athletic
Booster Association. Jan is a grad\1.ate of the class of 1958 and recently
served on the SCSU Foundation
Board.
They have also been involved
in a number of community charitable causes and have been generous
both with their gifts of time and
money. Through the family business, of which Don is chairman of
the ,board, Tanner Systems, they
have also touched the lives of many
mvolved with SCSU.
The Don and Jan Watkins
Freshman/Athletic Scholarship will
be...coordinated through the Admissions Office and all incoming
freshman students who plan on participating in varsity athletics, have
good academic ability and demon-

strate financial need will be eligible.
For more information, contact
the SCSU Alumni and Foundation
Center, (612) 255-3177.

Leisure Services
scholarship
A new annual schoiarship has been
established at St. Cloud State University (SCSU) for SCSU seniors
majoring in recreation.
The Central Leisure Services
Association (Cl.SA) of Minnesota
Scholarship was established to provide financial assistance for senior
scholars. with a recreation major at
SCSU. Cl.SA is an organization to
promote an interchange of ideas
and friendship among recreation
and community education professionals in the Central Minnesota
area. The organization meets four
times annually to promote its goals.
Diana Kasper, '70, '76, '88,
past president, said the scholarship
is "in recognition of the recreation
management fields, and it is our
organization's way of assuring qualified professionals for future positions." Kasper, a St. Cloud resident, is director of Community
Services for District 742 schools.
The scholarship will be
awarded for the first time in 1990
at a Cl.SA meeting. Applicants
must be senior scholars who have
been admitted to a recreation
major,. have a minimum overall
grade point average of 3.0, show
community involvement~ and dem-

Two alumni of St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) have established
an endowed scholarship in memory
of their late friend and prominent
author and surgeon, Dr. William A.
Nolen of Litchfield.
Daniel M. Homolka, and his
spouse, Rebecca Sue Lokken, established the Dr. William A. Nolen
Scholarship to assist incoming
SCSU freshmen or transfer students from Meeker County.
Lokken is a 1976 graduate of
SCSU; Homolka attended SCSU
and the University of Minnesota
before graduating from William
Mitchell College of Law. He is a
practicing attorney with his own
firm in Edina. Homolka welcomes
and encourages other friends of
Nolen's to make additional tax
deductible contributions to the
scholarship.
Nolen died in December 1986
at the age of 58. He was a mentor
and friend to Homolka. Nolen,
born in 1928, was the author of the
best-seller, "The Making of a Surgeon," published in 1970, which
sold more than one million copies
and was published in seven countries. He wrote and published seven
additional books, and was a contributor to several magazines and
medical journals. He lived and practiced in Litchfield, where Homolka
and Lokken grew up.
The scholarship has been
established through the SCSU
Foundation, and will be administered through the SCSU Office of
Scholarships and Financial Aid. For
more information on how to contribute to the scholarship, contact
Rosie Moran, SCSU Foundation, at

(612) 255-3177.

Dr. William Nolen

Leipold endowment
A charitable gift annuity worth
$20,000 has been established at St. .
Cloud State University (SCSU) by .
an alum from the class of 1918 to
benefit future SCSU students
majoring in geography.
The Louis E. Leipold Endowment was created because Leipold
wanted to do something special for
his alma mater and has learned he
can create a generous endowment,
maintain a life income and still
benefit generations of students to
come.
With this in mind, and the
purchase of a $20,000 charitable
gift annuity through the SCSU
Foundation, Leipold has created an
endowment for the SCSU geography department.
Leipold developed a fondness
for geography at what was called St.
Cloud Normal School and under
the teaching of Ethel Graves
between 1926-28. Later, after having taught for eight years, Leipold
enrolled at the University of
Minnesota-Duluth, where his interest in geography continued to grow.
His interest and love for the
· profession led to his receiving a
scholarship in the School of Geography at Clark University, Worcester, Mass., where he received his
master's degree in 1946, after three
years of military service from 1942
to 1945. After further graduate
work at Northwestern University,
Leipold went to work as a geographer for the U.S. Department of
Defense. He served in this capacity

Louis Leipold
for nearly 20 years.
In 1964, Leipold transferred to
the Commerce Department, where
he received a Bronze Medal for his
work as editor-in-chief of two
volumes of a four-volume study on
a devastating Alaskan earthquake.
In 1967 he became chief of the
editorial branch of the Scientific
Information and Documentation
Division of what is now the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Overall, Leipold
spent 30 years with the federal
government.
The geography endowment will
eventually be used to provide
monies for students to attend professional conferences, for student
internships and field experience, for
assisting faculty in research, and to
purchase needed materials for the
geography department including
books, maps, publications, and
equipment.
Leipold, Edina, remains active
iJt the retirement complex in which
he lives. He has served as a volunteer at Fairview-Southdale Hospital,
has been active with his church,
including being president of the
congregation. He goes north to
Woman Lake occasionally and continues his interest in his alma mater.
For more information on this
endowment, contact the SCSU
Foundation and Alumni Center at

(612) 255-3177.

There's no place like home•
St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) is letting its graduates
know that there's no place like
home for the 1989 Homecoming week celebration. This
Year's theme, "There's No Place
Like Home-Homecoming
1989," draws its title from the
film classic "The Wizard of
Oz." From Oct. 30 to Nov. 4,
the Granite City will become
Emerald City with events geared
toward students, alumni, family .
and friends of SCSU. A special ·
guest at this year's events will be
Fem Formica, one of the original Munchkins in the classic
movie.
The fun gets underway Halloween night with a dance from
8 p.m. to midnight in SCSU's
Atwood Memorial Center Ball- ,
Robert Lindberg
room. Prizes will be given away
for the best "Wizard of Oz"
costumes.
Dorothy said it best when she
The highlight of Wednesclicked her ruby slippers
day's activity is a no-holdstogether and whispered,
barred debate about abortion,
"There's no place like home.
the most divisive social issue of
There's no place like home."
our generation. The debate will
The Alumni Association invites
take place in Stewart Hall Audiall alumni and friends to revisit
torium at 8 p.m.
their "home away from home"
Thursday is•highlighted by
November 3-4. Homecoming
the traditional Homecoming
. 1989 will use the Wizard of Oz
coronation, as SCSU crowns a
theme to organize student and
king and queen to rule over the
alumni activities.
Homecoming festivities. FriHighlighting alumni events
day's action gets underway at 3
will be the banquet and annual
p.m. with the dedication of the
meeting Friday evening followed
renovated Stewart Hall, folby a campus-wide open house
lowed by the Alumni Awards
Saturday morning. Faculty will
Banquet at 5 p.m.
be on hand to update alumni on
Homecoming '89 culmitheir programs during the open
nates Saturday with the tradihouse. Alumni who have not
tional Homecoming Parade at
visited the campus in the past
10:30 a.m. through St. Cloud's
few years will surely be intersouth side, followed by the
ested in recent major construcannual Homecoming football
game, as the Huskies tangle with tion such as Stewart Hall, the
National Hockey Center, the
the University of South Dakota
Bookstore, and the Engineering
at 1 p.m. at Selke Field. After
and Computing Center.
the gridiron clears, a concert in
The banquet will feature
Halenbeck Hall will cap the fesrecognition of two distinguished
tivities for what promises to be
alumni: Robert Lindberg and
a memorable Homecoming
Theodore Lockett.
celebration at SCSU.
Lindberg is vice presidentPlans also call for a concert
treasurer Transamerica Corpoin Stewart Hall by singer ~
ration. He also serves as presiKottke, and a celebration of the
Stewart Hall renovation.
For information about any
events, contact the SCSU public
relations office at ( 612)
255-3151.
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Ther~'s No PlacejLike Ho~~~.
Events of ~nterest to Alumqi:
W~esday, November 1
Rec Night
"Munchkin Basketball"
Halenbeck Hall, 8:00 p.m.
Abortion Debate
Stewart Hall, 8:00 p.m.
Thursday; November 2
"
'··_ : Coronation of Homecoming Royalty
' 1x
featuring Ken Schultz
·
Stewart Hall, 8:00 p.m.
· "Sly Fox" Theatrical Performance
On Stage, Performing Arts Center
8:00p.m.
Friday, November 3
,
Outdoor Pepfest
Atwood Center Mall
¾,
12:00 noon
Stewart Hall Dedication
3:00p.m.
·
Hockey, SCSU vs. Providence
Municipal Sports Arena
7:05 p.m.
Alumni Awards Gala Reception, Banquet,
Annual Meeting
Distinguished.Alumni:
Bob Lindbc;rg :62
Ted Lockett' 1 72:'73"
St. Cloud Civic Center
6:30p.m.
"Sly Fox" Theatrical Performance
On Stage, Performing Atts Center
8:00p.m.
Late Night at Halenbeck Hall
8:00 p.m.-2:00 a,.m~
·X<.

Theodore Lockett

Alumni Awards Banquet
dent, chief executive officer, and
treasurer of Transamerica
Equipment Leasing. He earned a
B.A. degree in accounting from
St. Cloud State in 1962 and an
M.B.A. in finance from the
University of New Mexico.
Ted Lockett earned a B.S.
in education in 1972 and an
M.S. in rehabilitation counseling from St. Cloud State in
1973. He is a doctoral candidate
· the sociology department at
Michigan State University.
Lockett founded TM&M Consultants and is also a principal
with the firm Sevdy and Lockett
Vocational Rehabilitation
Consultants.
The 1989 distinguished
alumni will be on campus to
address classes prior to receiving
their awards November 3.
Detailed profiles of the Distinguished and the Outstanding
Young Alumni Award recipients
will be included in the winter
issue of Outlook. Alumni should
watch their mail for additional
H~mecoming information from
the departments from which
they graduated. Specific interest
areas may be jndicated using the .·
reply form.

, Satu~y1November 4

"

. ""

-~ ,m Campus

Tours/Departqient Open Houses
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Fun Run 5K/10K
10:30a.m.
Homecoming Parade
10:30a.m.
Football Game, SCSU vs. South Dakota
Selke Field
l:OOp.m.
' Leo Kottke Concert "
Stewart Hall
• 8:00p.m.
Hockey, SCSU vs. Ptovi4ence
Municipal Sports Afena
7:05p.m.
"Sly Fox'' Theatrical P.erformance
On Stage, Performing Arts Center
8:00p.m.
,

~
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There's No Place Like Home
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Soc.Sec.No-----"Address------------------~
(street)

(city)

(state)

(zip code)

Phone: Day _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Evening _ __.;;__ _ __

Please check:
__ Send me information about the following departments: _

__' Send me a banquet invitation.
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Alum.ni activities: altruism. and achievem.ent
r

Bob Dinndorf

by Bob Dinndorf ·
Dr. John Kasper: Hall of Fame founder,
sports historian, coach, department head,
professor emeritus, house paintei:. John's
induction into the Hall of Fame this fall
recognizes his eminency uon the field"
and in service to St. Cloud State. However, it may be his more private activities
that endear the old coach to his fans.
In the 95 degreeheat and humidity of
late July, I called John to discuss the 1989
Hall of Fame induction. Rather than enjoy
the quietude of professorial retirement, I
found that John had volunteered to scrape
and paint Gust Spanos' house 'neath the
noon-day sun. Alumni through the early
1960s will remember Gust's Riverside
Store near the 10th Street Bridge. A
Greek immigrant, Gust opened shop in
1919 an!i served the campus community
until the State of Minnesota bought him
out in 1963 to make room for an addition

to the campus heating facility. Today, at
94 years of age, Gust is ailing a bit and of
limited mobility. The paint job on Gust
Spanos' house may not be noticed by
many people, but the phlnter is the point
here.
Due to an arm injury, Bill Huls, '63,
never threw a pitch for the Husky baseball
team. The result has been 26 years, of
good news for the Cpla Spring Springers
amateur baseball team. Bill's interest in
the national sport promoted a recovery to
the point where he was voted MVP as a
pitcher when Cold Spring won the 1973
state amateur baseball championship. As a
player or coach for the Springers, his
teams annually earn a spot in the state
tournament and have won three championships; In recent years he was inducted
into the Minnesota Amateur Baseball Hall
of Fame. In July 1989, Bill realized

another achievement when the Springer's
chalked-up their 400th victory under his
leadership. Not bad for a guy with a sore
arm!
_About a year ago, President Bush
characterized people like John Kasper and
Bill Huls among those uthousand points
of light" illuminating our communities
through their extraordinary service.
These, along with thousands of other
Husky Alumni and faculty emeriti, personify that upassion for excellence" that
should be energizing all of our institutions, companies and organizations.
Whether as a fiber optic point or a megawatt beacon, may SCSU alumni always
serve as sources of illumination in their
communities!
&b Dinndmf is executive director of SCSU' s
Alumni Association.

May celebration
·marks 1939 reunion
On a blustery day during the
end of May, the class of 1939
reflected on their 50 years since
they graduated from St. Cloud
State University (SCSU). Hardy
handshakes and exuberant greetings for friends not seen in
decades began the day-long jubilee as over 45 alumni gathered
to celebrate their SO-year
reunion.
. . -. Following a morning reception, the class of 1939 and 50
Year Club members were
Konored with special seating and
recognition during the university's spring commencement
exercises.
Herb Stebner, class of
1915, was honored for being
the earliest graduate to attend.
John Weismann '22, dean of
men 192 7-1969, helped the
class celebrate. He shared his
memories of the class and
laughed and talked with the jubilm t crowd.
Many others had stories to
tell of former college days as
well. Norm Bailey recalled how
he could take a ugirl" on a date
·for $1.00 and still have 15¢ left
over-two movie tickets were
50¢, taxi fare was 25¢ and an
ice cream sundae to share cost
10¢. There were stories about
the tunnels, the women's dormit~ry life, and of course reminisces of favorite teachers.
Classmate Walt Gerzin,
who was unable to attend the
event, shared his feelings about
student life at St. Cloud
Teachers College in this poem:
Were I to choose
the best four ,ears
of m:y s~tU)() to date,
I know they'd be
the four I spent
. as a student at
,_ St. Cloud State!

The class of 1940 will be
welcomed into the 50-Year
Club on May 25, 1990. Now is
the time to stock up on your
favorite stories of those crazy
college days and plan to attend
your golden anniversary
reunion.
The Alumni Association
wants to include as many
alumni as possible and on the
invitation list. Unfortunately,
accurate graduation lists do not
exist for classes before 1950.
We need your help in locating
the members of the class of
'40 who are listed below. If you
have address or name changes
please contact the Alumni
Association, SCSU, 720 4th
Ave. S., St. Cloud, MN 56301,
or call us at (612) 255-3177.
Here are the names:
Agnes Olivia Aarseth
Genevieve Lucille Adams
Grace Helen Amble
Clayton T . Amundson
Dorothy L. Anderson
Edith Margaret Anderson
Evelyn Lucille Anderson
Harold W. Arentsen
· Eugene Howard Avery
Florence Violet Axel
Marvin Calvin Bacon
Phyllis Ruby Baird
Ruth Joan Bandemer
Margaret E. Banwant
Charlotte J. Barsness
Marcella G. Baumgartner
Eugene Maurice Beaty
Mary Temple Beaudry
Doris Katherine Benson
Evelyn Etta Berry
Dorothy M . Bichler
June lone Bjork
Myldred G . Bjorklund
Vivian M. Bjorkman
Henrietta A. Blaszak
Edna C . Borgstrom
Ruth Marie Boa
Clemens Burkhard Brose
Jane Eleanor Buol
Marian Lorraine Butler
Eleanor L. Carlson
Pearl Adeline Carlson
Beatrice L. Carry
Winton Frederick Case
Elvira Florence Casey

Guests of Honor at Spring Commencement included these members of the Fifty-Year Club:
(front row) Florine Schwartz Eveslage, Evelyn Winter Bomstad, Hazel McClintick DeJaegher, Ada
Holmgren Bristol, (2nd row) Margaret Sandquist
Selander, Pearl Solberg Hoen, Eleanor Hinz Kautio, Jule Christopherson Wright, Iris Vanstrom
Slettom, Virginia Larsen, Pagenkopf, (3rd row)

Hazel Cons Christenson
Alice Caroline Clear
David A. Colpitts
Virginia Lillian Coull
Hazel Ella Covart
Grace Marie Cox
Mildred Ellen Croxton
Donna Cynthia Cunday
Clifford Theodore Dale
Marion May DeWall
Helen Elaine Disney
Rita Catherine Doherty
Dorothy L. Brawbert
Blanche Marie Driscoll
Virginia L. Ebinger
Neva S. Eckhardt
Harriet Wilma Ehlke
Florence L. Engel
Mabel Elaine Erlandson
Elaine Idaline Fawcett
Laura Marie Fettig
Pearl E. Folkestad
Peggy Harriet Foster
Alma Sophia Fosvick
Carol Irene Frakes
Henrietta K. Frank
Nellie May Gardner
Melvin Arthur Gem
June Elose Gess
Bill Marshall Gilcrest
Grace Mary Bcxiien Goethe
Margaret Mary Goodale
Frances Alvina Graber
William Henry Grefe
Dora Augusta Gregory
Doris Juanada Gulsvig
Clara Ruth Gunnarson
Orpha Hildegarde Hagen

Doris Melvina Hanson
Irene Helen Hasskamp
George Martin Hein
Frances Marian Heley
Lorraine V . Helggson
Mary Elaine Hennessey
Alice Irene Hippe
Eileen Hirsch
Beth Marilyn Hoel
Mary Ann Hoffman
Myrtle Helen Hoffman
Lucille Anne Hohmann
Esther Judith Holman
Lucile Hostbjor
Ruth Esther Hultcrana
Orpha Lavey Hurd
Gertrude F. Illetschko
Ila Rose Jarchow
Millicent}. Jedlicka
Dora Laverne Jensen
Carolyn E. Johnson
Edith Catherine Johnson
Edna Marie Johnson
Harriett Bjorn Johnson
Helen Augusta Johnson
Lila Josephine Johnson
Madelaine Johnson
Ruth Evelyn Johnson
Ruth Lorraine Johnson
Ruby Irene Johnston
Rose Elizabeth Kaapa
Myrtle Sane Kainu
Sylvia Imanda Kamrud
Alma Anne Karls
Eunice Karstedt
Eileen M . Keaveny
Bernice Grace Kelly
Clara Eleanor Kerner

Lois Maloney Eiffler, Mary Moellerman Wirth, Pearl
Strandberg Thoele, Lillian Sjolin Teisberg, Dick
Voth, Fern Schiedinger Sayovitz, (4th row) Matt
Urick, Charlie Erickson, Thor Carlson, Mary Russell, Clem Claseman, Edith Martin Gaspard, (5th
Row) Norman Bailey, Donald Evesage, Emil Wilken, Gene Bristol, Marguerite Kasner Hewitt, and
Duke Hewwitt. Photo by Jim Altobell

Velma June Kessler
Harriet Amelia Kiel
Betty Lorraine Kindler
Florence Ann Koecheler
Reyno Michael Koski
Lorrayne J. Kovaniemi
Mabel Ann Krause
Lilah Lillian Kruger
Alice Laverna Kuna
Alvira Kipp Lanz
Gerda Elizabeth Larson
Harriett Geneva Larson
Harley Ernest Ledoux
Ellen Marie Lehtinen
Veronica Mae Leru:
Marjorie E. Leppa
Anna Rosella Lien
Ruth Cecelia Lindberg
Benjamin H. Macwhinter
Juliet Victor Magnuson
Helen Elizabeth Mahoney
Florence Marshall
Helen Clark Marshall
Robert Paul Marvin
Faye Lorraine Maynard
Maryadale Maynard
June Margaret McDaniel
Deloris Vernette Melby
Judith Rebecca Melin
Frances A. Miller
Leona Christine Moen
Wilma Georgetta Morey
Elizabeth Mary Moris
Lavay Morstad
Norma Vivian Myle
Mary Margaret Myrom
Bernice Eleanor Nelson
Lila Marie Nentwick

Ina Theodora Ness
Henrietta Jean Nieboer
Ida Juella Ockwig
Catherine Anne O'Leary
Eunice Lucille Olney
Mary Saunders Olsen
Marjorie Lillian Olson
Zona Irene Olson
Phyllis Irene Olund
Gladys Irene Orlebeke
Evangeline D. Ostrom
Bernice 0 . Oswald
Myrtle Leverian Oswald
Theresa Louise Pauls
Alice Mary Payne
Percy E. Pearson
Louise Belle Peters
Alice Lorraine Peterson
Elsie E. Peterson
Lorraine Elsie Peterson
Virgie M . Peterson
Martha Elaine Phillips
Grace Clara Pollock
Stanley Gaynor Potter
Lorene Elsie Pringle
Jeanette Pulvermacher
Helen Katherine Quinn
Catherine Helen Raiche
Edith Eldora Reed
Iris Arlene Reinke
Genevieve V. Reller
Myrtle Clarice Riste
Dolores Elaine Robbins
Clifford Ada Robertson
Donalda May Robertson
Marie M. W oebkenberg
Rohling
Bernard Anthony Rolle

Donald William Rundquist
Marjorie Lorraine Rustad
Labelle Elizabeth Salo
Darlene G . Samuelson
Laverna Adelaide Satre
Marion Madolyn Schmidt
Helen Marie Schornack
Martha R . Schrom
Margie A. Schwants
Dorothy Jane Seed
Ethel Margaret Shauer
Shirley Nan Sheets
Betty E. Skogsbergh
Adeline Frances Spilde
Laverne Marie Stibal
Helen Victor Stromberg
Alice Celia Stumvoll
Alvina Blanche Sukke
Vernon Howard Theyson
Margaret A . Thompson
Clifford Arnold Thomson
Helen L. Thornbloom
Ruth Corine Tilterud
Mellie H. Truedson
Mary Agnes Vasecka
John Anthony Veranth
Florence Mary Vollmer
Anna Louise Walsh
Katherine F. Wasecka
Ruth Adelaide Webb
Thelma Gladys Wegener
Marjorie C. Welshinger
Lillian Irene Westby
Mary Kaye Witte
Mabel Cecilia Woldock
Lois Gertrude Wolford
Evelyn Theresa Young
Dorothy E. Zinniel

1939-1949
HENRIE'ITASTRATING '39,
'49, Palos Heights, ill., retired after 45
years of teaching.
RUTH MRKONICH STUKEL
'47, Warroad, retired June 1, 1989, after
many years of teaching in the Warroad
School District.

V. CLAIR MORRISON '49,
Alexandria, retired recently after 36 years
of teaching and coaching at Jefferson High
School in Alexandria. Clair spends his
winters in Fort Meyers, Fla.
IRENE C. ROEMER '49,
Minneapolis, is a cashier and sales assistant
at Chimney Comer, an arts and crafts shop
for Senior Resources. Irene enjoys
traveling, dancing, reading, stage plays and
fashion. Irene is an active volunteer in
several interest groups.

CLASSNOTES
1960-1969
ARLENE HARREN '60, Sauk
Rapids, was elected to the Board of
Directors for the Central Minnesota
Builders Association, St. Cloud.

1950-1959

STANLEYC.
BECK
STANLEY C. BECK '49, Alpena,
Mich., retired from Alpena High School
after 40 years as an educator and
administrator. The high school's
auditorium was renamed in his honor. Stan
also is active as a historian and genealogist
and he wrote a centennial book for his
church.
DOMINIC COURT '49, 64,
Richland, Mich., retired in 1980 after 31
years of teaching high school in Minnesota
and Michigan. Dominic enjoys bridge, .
bowling, water skiing and snowmobiling.
He is a volunteer at the civic theater in
Kalamazoo, Mich.

AL GREWE
AL GREWE '49, '50, St. Cloud, is a
biology instructor at SCSU. He
investigated the disappearance this spring
of the heron colony in Cold Spring.

WILDA DENTON-HENDRICKS
'50, Granite Falls, is an inside sales
representative at Victor Fluid Power.
E. E. "GIL" GILBERTSON '54,
Boise, Idaho, retired as president of St.
Luke's Regional Medical Center. His career
at St. Luke's spanned 29 years of service to
the center. Prior to Gil's retirement he
received some of the nation's highest
recognition as a hospital administrator. Gil
hopes to find time for expanding his
hobbies which include fly-fishing,
photography, painting, and golfing.
CHARI.ES R. FISHER '55,
Baltimore, Md., is director of the Division
of Information at the Health Care
•
Financing Administration's Department of
Health and Human Services.
EDWARD REICHERT '56, St.
Cloud, is serving a one-year term on the
Steams County National Bank advisory
board. Ed is a partner in Reichert,
Wenner, Koch & Provinzino.
- MARTIN KAMMERMEIER '58,
'63, St. Cloud, has been named an
outstanding educator at SCSU for 1989.
He also is the Inter-Faculty Organization
representative to the committee for liaison
with the Minnesota Board of Teaching. Dr.
Kammermeier is a professor in the
Department of Communication Disorders
atSCSU.
GORDON MORTRUDE '59, St.
Cloud, has been a guest spealcer for many
educational and community organizations
including groups in Iowa, Pennsylvania and
Virginia. Dr. Mortrude is a professor in
the Teacher Development Department at>

OWEN HAGEN
OWEN A. HAGEN '61, St. Cloud,
was named a judge for the 1989 Minnesota
Teacher of the Year A ward program.
Owen is an education professor at SCSU.

MARILYN
RIERSON
RUNDELL

TERRY
MONTGOMERY
TERRY MONTGOMERY '62,
Sauk Rapids, is the president and chief
executive officer of the Greater Minnesota
Corporation. He was named a judge for the
1989 Minnesota Teacher of the Year
program.

JILL

Sept. 16
Husky Athletic Hall of Fame,
noon luncheon, Atwood Brick,
yard. For ticket information call
the SCSU Alumni and Founda,
tion Center (612) 255-3177 •
Sept. 21
College of Education President's
Reception, Sheraton Northwest,
Minneapolis, 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Call SCSU Alumni and Founda,
tion Center (612) 255,3177.
Sept. 23
Pre,game Husky Huddle, Man,
kato vs. SCSU Husky Football
at Mankato.
Oct.5
Alumni Executive Board meet,
ing, 7:30 a.m., Alumni and
Foundation Center.
Nov.2
Alumni Executive Board meet,
ing, 7:30 a.m., Alumni and
Foundation Center.

Nov.3-4
Homecoming: There's No Place
Like Home and Leo Kottke con,
cert. See page 11 for details.
Nov.8
Phi Kappa Phi Honors Lun,
cheon. Call Alumni and Foun,
dation Center (612) 255,3177
for further details.
Nov.22
Fall commencement luncheon
immediately following cerem,
ony. Call Alumni and Founda,
tion Center (612) 255,3177 for
reservations.
Dec. 7
Alumni Executive Board meet,
ing 7:30 a.m., Alumni and
Fo~ndation Center.
December 14
Alumni Board of Directors
meeting.

MARILYN RIERSON RUNDELL
'65, St. Peter, is vice president for Citizens'
Scholarship Foundation of America, Inc.
She will oversee and manage the
scholarship program.
JOHN T. LANGFEID '66,
Chicago, ill., is a staff assistant in graduate
admissions at Northwestern University,

Medill.
BARRY A. BERGLUND '67 and
LANA PIEPER BERGLUND '67 live
in Greensboro, N.C.. Barry is the assistant
vice president at the Center for Creative
Leadmhip. The center was founded in
1970 and encourages and develops creative
leadership and effective management for
the good of society.
PATIY KUHL NIEDZIELSKI
'67, Seattle, Wash., wrote a chapter for a
book in a Developmental Psychology series
titled Perception of Speech and Sound in Earl:,

Infancy.
ERV AUSTING '68, '74, Sauk
Rapids, was elected vice president of

scsu.
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WINSTON W. BORDEN '65 and
BETIY McROBERTS BORDEN '66
live in St. Paul. Win is president of the
Minnesota Chamber of Commerce. They
have three children.
MARY (MIDG) PUTZKE
DOCKEN '65, '66, Minneapolis, is
owner and president of Fantasy-Grams
which provides singing telegrams and
balloon decorations.
WAYNE E. HANSEN '65 and
JILL HULTMAN HANSEN '67 live in
Silver Bay. Wayne teaches in Silver Bay
and is employed by the ski patrol at Lutzen
Mountains. Jill is choir director and
teaches French at Two Harbors High
School. Wayne, Jill and their two sons sail
Lake Superior during the summer.

HALVERSON
JILL HALVERSON '63, Los
Angeles, Calif., runs a center for homeless
women on Los Angeles' skid row. Jill
throws birthday parties for many of the
women who stay there. She returned to St.
Cloud in May and spoke at SCSU about
her work with homeless women.

Central Minnesota Builders Association.
JOHN JONES '68 and JAN
ATKINSON JONES '66 live in Maple
Grove. John is an elementary educatjon
teacher at Andrew Elementary.

DAVE
MUNSINGER
DAVE MUNSINGER '68, St.
Cloud, is a registered physical therapist at
ROGER
KLAPHAKE
ROGER KLAPHAKE '63, St.
Cloud, was appointed to the Minnesota
Court of Appeals. He is the assistant chief
judge of the 7th Judicial District which
includes Steams, Benton, Morrison and
Mille Lacs counties.
LARRY SUNDBY '63, '67, St.
Cloud, coaches women's tennis at SCSU.
He recently won a 1989 Volvo Tennis
Flash Coaches' Community Service
Award. The award is based on community
service achievements over the last year.
Larry and other award winners were
honored at a reception Sept. 5 during the
U.S. Open at Flushing Meadow, N .Y.

MAUREEN
DONNELLY
MAUREEN DONNELLY '64,
New York, N.Y., is a free-lance actress and
is active in the Screen Actors Guild. She is
president of the New York branch, vice
president of the national organization and
wears other hats as a trustee and
international representative.
CLIFF FRANZEN '64, New
Brighton, is employed in the computer
department at the Onan Corp.
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WorkMed, an occupational medicine
clinic. He was a guest spealcer at the
Midwest Employee Assistance Program
Symposium in June.

BONITA VEVERKA WYLIE '68,
Shorewood, is the science coordinator for
grades kindergam:n through six at
Minnetonka Schools. She also teaches
third grade. Bonita enjoys cake sculpting
and decorating in her spare time.
VAL ROGOSHESKE '69, '75, St.
Cloud, spoke at the Women and Nordic
Skiing Symposium, Cable, Wis., about
ideal body weight for women.

1970-1973
SHERRIE SWEENEY ORAZEM
'70, Sandstone, teaches speech and English
at East Central Senior High. She is working
on her master's degree in information
media at SCSU.
JERRY OSTROV '70, Golden
Valley, is a sales representative at Chemco
Technologies based in Elmhurst, ill.
ROBERT TRISKO '70, '78, St.
Cloud, was recognized by the Marquis
Who's Who Publications Board. His name
will appear in the 1989-90 edition of
Who's Who in Entertainment. Bob also
received the first place jewelry award and
$500 at a juried art exhibition during June
in St. Louis. Bob and his wife Helen own
Trisko Jewelry Sculptures, a business of
originally designed and custom-made
jewelry.
JERRY ZIMMERMAN '70, Isanti,
has been teaching elementary school for 19
years. He runs a book distribution business
in his spare time.

BEULAH SORENSON '71 ,

Canoga Park, Calif., is maintenance
operator support manager at COHR
Engineering Services, Van Nuys, Calif.

MARY WEISE
MARY WEISE '71, Clear Lake,
attended the Minnesota Speech and
Hearing Association Annual Conference.
Mary is a member of the St. Cloud Area
Early Leaming Committee.
PATRICIA BILLING '72 and
DON BILLING '73 live in Randolph,
N.J., with their two sons Adam, 10, and
Bryce, 8. Don is director of corporate
accounting for Haagen-Dazs, a subsidiary
of Pillsbury and Grand Metropolitan PLC.
Patricia works at home after 8 years in the
accounting field.
JERRY HAGEMEIER '72 and
SHARON SCHMIESING '88 were
married in June.
MARK MODEROW '72,
Anchorage, Alaska, is a lawyer handling --::;
one of 75 lawsuits filed against the Exxon
Valdez for the oil spill in Prince William
Sound. He is helping to open a
rehabilitation center for raptors in
Anchorage.

JANELLE
PETERSON
NUNEZ .
JANELLE PETERSON NUNEZ
'72, is a partner in the travel firm of
Lehman, Nunez, Balcer & Nysted Partners
in Travel Ltd., Minneapolis.
JANET ALEXANDER BRENNY
'73 and LEN BRENNY '73 live in Coon
Rapids. Janer is an elementary education
teacher for Anoka-Hennepin District 11 .
She is working on her master's degree at ,,,.
the University of Minnesota. Len is a sales
manager for Liberty Carton Co., a
specialized packaging firm.
_
JULIANNA ENGLAND '73; New
Orleans, is a supervisor in speech
pathology at the Veteran's Administration,
New Orleans.
GREGORY P. KING '73, 80,
Windom, is director of operations at The
Toro Company's manufacturing facility in
Windom. Greg will be responsible for
coordination and management of
manufacturing activities at the Windom
plant where the wallc-behind mower and
lawn care products are assembled.
CHARLES KlTil.ESON '73,
Belmont, Calif., is a senior consultant at
Zenith Insurance. He produced 'a 40minute video entitled, "President of
American Society of Safety Engineers."

CAROLYN YOUNG RETA '73,
St. Cloud, owns Sharp Dry Cleaners and
recently returned from a three-year
sojourn to Africa. Carolyn is married with
one child and two stepchildren.
RICK A. SCHWANKER '73,
Colac, Australia, has joined the Principal
class of teacher and is
curriculum/organizational administrator at
Coloc High School.

1974-1977
ANITA BLOOM '74, Minnetonklfii'.
is an administrator in the consumer service
division of MLT Vacations, Northwest
Airlines.
KEVIN DELANEY '74, ·Anchorage,
Alaska, is a regional coordinator for sport
fishing for the Alaska Department of Fish
and Game.
JACK GUSTAFSON '74, St.
Cloud, received certification from the
lnosanto Academy of Martial Arts of Los _
Angeles following completion of a seminar
in the Filipino and Malaysian martial arts
of kali, escrima, silat and pentjak silat.
NANCY SUMMERS HOUSER
'74, Tampa, Fla., moved to Florida after
12 years of teaching in Wyoming. She is
teaching remedial reading in Hillsborough
Public Schools, Tampa, Fla.

(continued, next page)

INEZ KRONENBERG '74, '79, St.
Cloud, is a Shoebox to Showcase
Memories consultant offering workshops
on how to preserve family photos. Inez
also is a secretary in the Career Planning
and Placement Office at SCSU.
- JACK SEILER '74, Duluth, is vice
president of Security Jewelers in Duluth.
Jade and his wife Cindy have two children
Jereme, 4 and Noah, 1.
ROGER CHAN '75, Anchorage,
Alaska, is vice president of finance at
Veco. Veco and a sister company had ·o ver
4,000 employees working on the Exxon oil
spill.
LEE FITZHARRIS '75-, St. Cloud,
was elected to a thr~year term on the St.
Cloud Downtown Association's Board of
Directors.
OLLE E. JESSEN-KLIXBULL '75,
Cold Spring, is a major in the United
States Army. He is an assistant professor
of military science and appointment officer
in charge of Army ROTC at SCSU.

CLASSNOTES
LYNN BRADY '80, Louisville,
Colo., is human resources manager at
Geneva Generics.

MARGARET HAUCK-HART
'80, Waite Parle, was among the women

DOROTHY
SIMPSON
DOROTHY SIMPSON '77, St.
Cloud, was elected to the board of
directors at First Banlc St. Cloud. Dorothy
is vice president of university relations at

scsu.

selected as an Outstanding Young Women
of America for 1988. The award honors
women for outstanding professional and
civic contributions.
JAMES ROBERTS '80, Superior,
Wis., is a physician at the Superior Clinic,
Ltd.
DAVID C. ROOS '80, Aurora,
Colo., is a partn~ in the law firm of
O'Connor & Hannan. David practices in
the areas of corporate securities and
municipal bonds.

1978-1979

director for Equity Hotel Corp.
AUCIAJOHNSON NOYES '82,
Maple Grove, is a part-time medical
technologist at Abbott Northwestern
Hospital, Minneapolis. She and her
husband Robert developed and own Suds
America laundromat, St. Paul.
THOMAS PEART '82, Hopkins, is
a teacher and coach for Armstrong High
School. He enjoys hoclcey, softball,
camping and canoeing.
PATRICK SALASKI '82, North
Mankato, is director of marketing at
Immanuel-St.Joseph's Hospital.
BRIAN SCHMID '82, Eden Prairie,
is a sales account executive at Physician's
Health Plan, Minneapolis.
MARK STOERMANN '82 and
JOYCE STOERMANN '81 live in
Roxbury, Pa. Marlc is a production
manager at Raslcas of Pennsylvania. Raslcas
manufactures cream cheese.
DAVID THOMPSON '82, St.
Cloud, is an analyst with Business Records
Corp.

development with the Paul Revere
lnsurance Group. Carl is married and he
says hello to his friends in Delta Sigma Pi.

DAWN M. LAUERMANN
SPENGLER, Laguna Niguel, Calif., is a
regional account director for Revlon/The
Nines.
MICHAEL STOEBE, Sartell,
received his certified property manager
designation from the lnstitute of Real
Estate Management. He is employed by
lNH Property Management Inc., St. Cloud.
ROBERT D. STURTZ, Albert Lea,
is an associate attorney with Tuveson,
Goldman, Nelson & Callahan Law Offices.
Robert enjoys attending SCSU
Homecoming activities each year.
NANCY A. TAGTMEIER, Maple
Grove, is a corpo~te concierge at
Concierge Services of America.
WIS VOSSEN, Minneapolis, is
program director at The Loft, the largest
literary center in the country. She is
responsible for the Loft's artistic programs.

MICHAEL BAARTMAN '83,
Bumsville, is a branch sales manager for
Piedmont Aviation Supply, St. Paul.

KAREN L BOOTH '83,
MICHAELM.
ROOS

STEVEND.
ANDERSON
JOEOPATZ
JOE OPATZ '75, St. Cloud,
announced his candidacy for Mayor of St.
Cloud in July. Joe is director of Atwood
Memorial Center at SCSU.
SUZANNE L SAGGAU '75,
?Omaha, NE, is chairperson of the English
Department at Bergan High School,
Fremont, Neb. Suzanne has developed an
interest in opera and recently was an extra
in the production of Rigoletto.
BOB ZINS '75, Edina, is a
programmer/analyst at IDS Financial
Services. Bob enjoys playing golf, bowling
and collecting coins.
·
JULIE BIEBER '76, St. Cloud, is a
learning disabilities teacher at Albany
Public Schools. Julie has a daughter, Amy,

6.
PAULA ERDMANN '76, Clear
La1ce, is the community service director for
Tri-County Community Action Program.
Paula and her husband Carl enjoy
motorcycling as a family activity.
,. MINDY GOESTCH '76, Elle River,
is the head of technology at Pinewood
West School, Monticello.
,_
STUART HARDER '76,
'·Cambridge, presented a lecture at SCSU
on a computer software paclcage for people
who study behavior over time. Stu is a
psychologist at Cambridge Regional
Treatment Center.

STEVEN D. ANDERSON '78
finished his doctorate degree at the
University of Denver in May. He is an
assistant professor of communications
studies at Virginia Polytechnic lnstitute
and State University.

PATRICIA VERANT GRAVES

'78, Fresno, Calif., is a speech-language
specialist for Clovis Unified School.
DAVID PETERSON '78, Phoenix,
Ariz., is a principal reliability engineer at
Digital Equipment Corp., Tempe, Ariz.
MIKE SCHUMACHER '78 and
JOAN DeWITTE SCHUMACHER '79
live in Eau Claire, Wis. Milce is an attorney
at Herriclc & Hart. Joan is a veterinarian at
Eau Claire Animal Hospital.
BONNIE CONNER '79 and
DOUG PEARSON '79 live in Staples.
· Bonnie is a health education coordinator at
Todd County Public Health, Long Prairie.
Doug is manager of technical aervice& at
Seafest/}AC Creative Foods. They have
two sons.
BETH ANN HENGEN
NEYNABER '79, Richfield, is an
executive consultant for Executive
Speaking Inc. Beth Ann has moved nine
times in fi.ve years journeying from
Minnesota to California to Hawaii and
finally bade to in Minnesota in 1987.
KRISTIN PAUL '79, San Francisco,
Calif., married Joseph Kiefer, Jr. in June.
Kristin is a national banlc examiner for the
Office of the Comptroller of Currency and
is attending the University of
California-Berkeley.

CATHERINE ALDRICHJENNIGES '77, Springfield, is the
community service coordinator at St.
John's Lutheran Home.
JOSEPH )ERKOVICH '77, St.
Cloud, is a hearing aid specialist. He is the
manager of Precision Hearing Centers of
St. Cloud, a new retail store located in
Little Falls.
MARY R. MUELLER '77, Killeen,
. Texas, is employed by the department of
the Army Civil Servant Division as
technical publications editor. She has one
son, Dustin, 4 months.
ANGELA REVIER '77, St. Cloud,
is fm;t vice president of the St. Cloud
Business and Professional Women's board
of directors. She is a sales manager with
Meyer Associates.
KATHY SPANIER '77, Sartell, is
aiz account executive at Charles Webber
Advertising Inc., Eden Prairie.

CYNTHIA

SEELHAMMER
CYNTHIA SEELHAMMER '80
has been named assistant to Mayor George
Latimer in the City of St. Paul. She will
assist with intergovernmental relations,
policy analysis and writing projects.
Cynthia and her husband recently moved
to Minnesota from Arizona.
SCOIT ADAMS '81, St. Cloud, is a
member of the United Way of St. Cl~>Ud
Area 1989 Campaign Cabinet. He is the •
human resources manager at Fingerhut
Corp.
RICK W. HANSEN '81, Wyoming,
is a pilot with American Airlines.
JOANNE KANE '81, Sartell,
participated in the American Association
for Counseling and Development
convention in Boston. She helped conduct
a six-hour intensive training for persons
interested in starting an Adult Children of
Alcoholics group.
DAVID RUTZ '81, Anchorage,
Alaska, purchases, builds and maintains
accesses to water for sport fishing in his
position with Alaska's Department of Fish
and Game. He has been assessing damages
caused by the recent oil spill.

D. PETER SILBAUGH '81,

)lMSALK
JIM SALK '76, St. Cloud, has been
named vice president of marketing of the
Kirby Company, a division of The Scott
Fetzer Company, as announced by Gene
Windfeldt, president of Kirby. Salle has
operated Grand Central Communications,
a marketing, advertising and public
relations firm in St. Cloud, since 1977.
NANCY SMITH '76, Minneapolis,
is program director for the Epilepsy
Support Program.

MICHAEL M. ROOS '80,
Minneapolis, has been admitted to the
partnership of Peat, Marwiclc, Main & Co.
His areas of expertise are financial
institutions, international taxation and
- executive tax and compensation planning.
Milce and his wife Cindy live in Plymouth.

Plymouth, is a financial planner for IDS
Financial Services, Edina.

JOYCE LEJCHER STOERMANN
KIRKW.
REILLY
KIRK W. REILLY '79,
Minneapolis, is a partner in the law firm of
O'Connor & Hannan. Kirlc practices in the
area of commercial and personal injury
litigation with emphasis on franchise
litigation.
ANNE THEIS '79, St. Cloud, is
public relations director for Franciscan
Sisters Health Care, Inc., Little Falls.
LYNFITE YOCK '79, St. Cloud, is
a consumer lender at St. Cloud National
Banlc & Trust Co.

1980-1981
R. MARK ALEXANDER '80,
Eagan, is manager of financial planning and
analysis at UFE Incorporated, Stillwater.

DAVIDE. BARNHART '80 and
TERRY BLOCK BARNHART '80 live
in Wilsall, Mont. David is pastor of the
Wilsall Community Church and is a parttime spiritual counselor at Wilderness
Treatment Center II. Terry is a substitute
teacher and child care provider. They have
two children.

'81 and MARK STOERMANN '82 live
in Roxbury, Pa. Joyce is a homemalcer and
mother of three children.
SAM T. WIDHALM '81 is a captain
in the Marine Corp stationed with the
Third Marine Aircraft Wing, Camp
Pendleton, Calif.

Minneapolis, is a news reporter/anchor for
Minnesota News Network at Minnesota
Public Radio, St. Paul. Karen has won
seven broadcast news awards and is
studying for her master's degree at
Hamline University, St. Paul.

CHERYL CREGO '83,
Minneapolis, is the internal operations
manager at Standard Heating.
LYNN SLATER DITTRICH '83,
White Bear La1ce, is a media planner/buyer
at Blaisdell & Westlie Advertising.
PATTY MOHS HORTON '83,
Arden Hills, is employed by Unisys Corp.
She and husband Jeff have one son, Nicley.
ROY JOHNSON '83, Little Falls, is
a real estate sales associate at ERA EastWest Central Realty.
LU ANNE LEDDY '83, Rice,
married Dennis Chandler in April. She is a
fifth grade teacher at Holy Family School,
Albany.
.
THOMAS NYSTROM '83, Crosby,
is a banlc examiner Federal Deposit
lnsurance Corp., Grand Forks, N.D.
KATHLEEN THIES '83 and her
husband Kevin live in Arlington. Kathleen
is an assistant high school speech coach.
They have one son, Eric.
JILL H. W ANNEBO '83 is living in
West Germany teaching with the
Department of Defense.

1984
BRIAN BECHTOLD, St. Joseph,
married Kirsten Jones in July. Brian is
employed by Plaza Parle Banlc, Waite Parle.
TIMOTHY R. BECKER, Morgan
Hill, Calif., is operations officer with
Household Card Services, an international
credit service.

ANITA M. BISCHOFF '86,
Lincoln, NE, is pursuing a doctorate in
history and is teaching at The Ohio State
University. Previously, she was the student
center director and international student
advisor at Nebraska Wesleyan University.
JULIE A. COOPER and Kelly
Merten were married in June. Julie is
employed by Fingerhut Corp., St. Cloud.
RANDY HAGER, St. Louis Parle, is
an accountant at The Wayside House, Inc.,
Minneapolis.
KERRY KALUZA, Edina, has been
selected for the IDS Management Program
to train future senior managers.
CAROL JO KNUTSON, St. Paul,
is a traffic director at KEEY-WDGY
Radio. She is working on her master's
degree at the College of St. Thomas.
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CONNIE BUSH, Stillwater, is a
correctional counselor at MCF, Oalc Parle
Heights. Her job title was incorrectly listed
in the summer Outlook. We apologize for
the error.
JESSICA WESSEL CHAPMAN,
Waupun, Wis., is the publicity
coordinator for Waupun's
Sesquicentennial Celebration in 1989. She
is a secretary at Edward D. Jones &
Company.
PAUL DAMMANN, Eagan, is a
branch manager with Dayton Hudson
Employee Credit Union, Minneapolis.
KAREN ENNEKING, St. Cloud,
received her license from the Iowa
Department of Public Health, Board of
Mortuary Science, to practice. funeral
directing in Iowa. She also is licensed in

Minnesota.

BRADLEY T. GORMAN, Austin,
received his juris doctor degree from
William Mitchell College of Law in June.
BETH GROVER, Minneapolis, is an
attorney practicing with Soucie &
Buchman Ltd., Anoka.
MARY W AXLAX GUTIERREZ,
New Yorlc, N.Y., is working in Mayor
Koch's office. She is a budget analyst in the
Office of Management and Budget within
the Medicaid Taslc Force. Besides her
budgetary responsibilities she follows
legislative changes that affect the medicaid
program.
DAN HARi-ANDER and
MEGHAN BARRETI' HARLANDER
live in St. Paul. Dan is a project manager
for lrmiter Contractors & Builders.
Meghan is a service manager for Kelly
Services, Inc.
KEN IVERSON and SUE
ANDERSON IVERSON live in
Plymouth. They have one daughter born in
April. Sue is a high school math teacher at
Wayzata Public Schools.
MICHAEL B.J. LANGE, Lindsborg,
Kan., is a speech and drama teacher at
Smoley Valley High School. Michael is
active in his communiry theater and arts
council.
KEITH LAUDENBACH, St.
Cloud, is a commercial lending account
officer at First Banlc St. Cloud.
BRIAN MARQUARDT and
NANCY KRISS MARQUARDT live in
Minnetonka. Brian is a customer service
and product training manager at Software
Etc. Nancy is a copywriter for the
Fingerhut Corp.
JUDITH McDONALD, St. Cloud,
married Mark Larkin in June. Judi is
employed at Zeos, Arden Hills.

LEANNE COSSETTE NEGLEY,
Princeton, is program coordinator at
Cambridge Regional Human Services
Center. She lives in Princeton with her
husband and one daughter; another child is
expected in January.

1982-1983
ROBERT DAHL '82, St. Cloud,
joined Michael A. Johnson Ltd., Certified
Public Accountants.
THOMAS G. ENDRES '82,
Northfield, is director of forensics and an
assistant professor at St. Olaf College.
GLEN FUGLEBERG '82, St.
Cloud, joined the computer division of
Marco Business Products. He is a
computer technician.
SCOIT HARTLEY '82, Ironwood,
Mich., received his master's of divinity in
1988 and is employed by Bethany
Covenant Church. Scott and his wife Betsy
have one son.
BENNE'IT E. MARKS '82,
Mound, is a stoclc broker with Piper,
Jaffray & Hopwood Inc., Minneapolis.
KELLY A. MORAN '82, '85,
Chicago, is corporate sales and marketing

1985

SALLY RHODES-WISROTH,

PATRICIA
KRUEGER
PATRICIA A. LARSON
KRUEGER, St. Cloud, has been
appointed by the governor to a four-year
term on the Board of T caching. She is the
associate director of admissions at SCSU.
GARY NELSON, St. Cloud, is a
documentation supervisor at Banlcers
Systems.
CARL J. SILKEY, Westborough,
Mass., is a technical consultant for systems

Wheatland, Wyo., is a speech/language
pathologist for Tri-Counry Development
Corporation. Sally and her husband had
their first child in February.
JOE SERRATORE, is head baseball
coach for the University of North Dakota.
He is on a one-year leave of absence from
Austin High School where he coaches
tennis and baseball.
MARY ORMBERG THEESFELD,
Windom, is teaching the secondary
trainable mentally handicapped at
Windom Area High School.
COLLEEN WEIS, St. Cloud,
married Robert Knafla in May. Robert's
name was listed incorrectly in the summer
Outlook. We apologize for the error.

1986
MICHELLE AXTMANN, Cottage
Grove, is employed by River Ridges
Rehabilitation. She was married in June.
KATIIl.EEN CROCKER '88,
Monticello, is a speech clinician at
Zimmerman Elementary School.
JOHN R. GAMBRINO and wife
Laura had their first child in July. John is a
first lieutenant in the United States Marine
Corps. He transferred to the First Marine
Expeditionary Force, Camp Pendleton,
Calif., in August. He is a logistics officer.
BETH A. GIBSON, Edina, is a paraplanner at Source Financial Group, Inc.
HELEN C. GIULIANI, St. Paul,
received her juris doctor degree from
William Mitchell College of Law in June.
She is employed by Jardine, Logan &
O'Brien, Minneapolis.
SANDRA IMDIEKE, Melrose,
presented her research on storytelling titled
Setting the Stage for Stories, at the Early
Childhood Conference. Sandra is a faculty
member in the Teacher Development
Department.
KIMBERLY JANOSKI married
David Knopilc in May. Kim is employed by
the Kimball school districts.
TODD A. KELM, Maple Grove,
received his juris doctor degree from
William Mitchell College of Law in June.
He plans to start his own practice in St.
Cloud.

TIMOTHY J. McCARTNEY,

Boise, Idaho, is director of engineering at
the Boise State University Radio Network.
JANE PRZYBILLA, St. Cloud, is a
technical writer for Bankers Systems Inc.
MIKE RIDLEY, St. Paul, is a
research analyst for Northwest Associated
Consultants. He is working on his master's
of public administration at Hamllne
University.
MARY LYNN RUTLEDGE,
Kerkhoven, is a marketing consultant at
Image Builders, St. Cloud.
WENDY CAMPBELL
SCHAEFER, Minneapolis, is employed in
the marketing department at Minneapolis
Telco Credit Union.
SUE SCHANY and PHIL
LESNAR '87, Duluth, will be married in
August 1990. Sue is program coordinator
at Duluth Regional Care Center.
MICHAEL THELL and JANELLE
KOOPMEINERS '89 were married in
June. Michael is an associate
programmer/analyst at Fingerhut Corp.,
St. Cloud.
SHERRY THIELMAN married
Michel M. St. John in June. She is an art
teacher at Stewart Public School in
Stewart.
BRENT WALZ is the symposium
editor of South Dakota Law Re.liew for the
1989-1990 academic year at the University
of South Dakota School of Law,
Vermillion, S.D.

CHRISTINE R.
ROTHENBERGER WINKELMAN,
Afton, is a senior accountant at Versa
Companies, St. Paul.
DANIEL WUNDERLICH married
Carol Peters in July. He is a student at the
University of South Dakota.

1987
KELLY FRIES ANSELL,
Bloomington, is a social worker at Annex
Teen Clinic, Robbinsdale.
CARRIE BLOEDEL, Bloomington,
is human resource manager at Process
Management Institute. She will complete a
master's program in industrial relations at
the University of Minnesota this fall.
MELISSA BRINK married Frank
Froelich in July. Both are continuing their
education at St. Cloud State University.
DEBORAH CHIRHART married
Mitchell Rengel in July. Deborah is a
teacher in the Sartell School District.
AMY EBBERS, Worthington, is a
special education teacher at Lakeview
School. She and her husband Al have one
daughter.
AMY EICKHOFF married Thomas
Porwoll in May. Amy is a programmer at
IBM, Rochester.
CHARLIE EISENREICH, St.
Cloud, is head coach of the St. Cloud Tech
High School baseball team.
SANDRA SCHAEFER ELLING
and JOHN ELLING live in Maple Grove.
Sandra is a health educator at Health
Outreach, St. Louis Park.
MICHAEL EMERY, Winthrop, is
an engineer technician for Hutchinson
Technologies.

AMY FRA.NTII, St. Cloud, was
among the women selected as
"Outstanding Young Women of America"
for 1988. The award honors women for
outstanding civic and professional
contributions.
JULIE GRAHAM, Minneapolis, is
office manager at Michael Shea &
Associates.
TERI GROSS,.Tempe, Ariz.,
received her master's degree and is
attending Arizona State University as a
doctoral candidate. She married Scott
Shors in June.
BRIAN JOHNSON, Sioux Falls,
S.D., is a sales representative at C.H.
Robinson Co.

CLASSNOTES
RICK HABISCH, Buffalo, is a
financial administrator for Minnesota
Microtronics. He and his wife Colleen are
building a new home in Buffalo.
CHERI HANSON, Spring Lake
Park, has been promoted to community
development assistant for the City of
Anoka. Her duties include publication of a
quarterly newsletter.
SHAWN HAZEN-O'HARA, St.
Cloud, is an assignment editor at KARETV, Minneapolis. She and her husband
Dan have one daughter.
GORDON HESSE, Cold Spring, is a
sales manager at Town's Edge Homes. _

1988
MICHELE M. ABEL is a navy
seaman recruit. She completed her basic
training in March at Orlando, Fla..

DOROTHY E. ANDERSON,
Minneapolis, is employed by Ellerbe
Becket, Inc.
JANICE ANDERSON, Annandale,
is a first grade teacher in the Annandale
School District. She has one son.
KYLE ANDERSON, Glenwood, is a
sales representative at Dairyland
Computers.
SHARON BARNETI', Buffalo, is a
teacher for children from birth to age 3 at
the Buffalo Intermediate School.
CURT BITI'ER, St. Cloud, is a
property manager with Asset Growth
Systems. He and Laurie Knutson were
married in June.
LORI BURKE, Brooklyn Center, is
a store manager for Southland Corp., St.
Paul.
TAMMY BURR, Roseville, is a
mental health worker at Guild Residences.
She is returning to school to learn
American sign language.

MONIQUE DUBORE
COLLETTE, Eau Claire, Wis., is
employed by Rehabilitation Associates,
Menomonie, Wis.
JOHN DYKE, St. Paul, is a research
consultant for the Minnesota lndependant
Republican State House of
Representatives.
SANDY FIEDLER, Boulder, Colo.,
is a preschool aide for the developmentally
delayed. She is working on her graduate
degree in early childhood and speech.
DEBORAH GALKA, Columbia
Heights, is a trust operations control
specialist at IDS Financial Services.
KARLA GEHRKE-JOHNSON and
CRAIG A. JOHNSON '87 live in
Minneapolis. Karla is a personal banking
representative at Highland Bank.
WILLIAM GIBBS, Buffalo, is an
environmental health specialist in Wright
County.
ROBERT GULLICK, Anoka, is a
staff accountant·at Lethert, Skwira, Schulc
& Company, St. Paul.
CRAIG JOHNSON and KARLA
GEHRKE-JOHNSON '88 live in
Minneapolis. They celebrated their first
wedding anniversary in August.
KATHERINE KAYFES and
KEVIN LANGER '88 were married in
May. Katherine is a probation officer at
Todd-Wadena Community Corrections,
Long Prairie.
LEONARD KIRSCHT, Wadena, is
an economic development planner for the
Region 5 Development Commission,
Staples.
PHIL LESNAR and SUE
SCHANY '86, Duluth, will be married in
August of 1990. Phil is the manager of Old
Country Buffet, Duluth.
JOHN MOHS married Mary Knight
in April. John is a second lieutenant in the
United States Marine Corps. They reside
at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
JOHN P. PARKER, Fairfield, Calif.,
is a claims adjuster for Employers
Insurance of Wausau. "I'm not a ski bum
anymore," John says, "I've got a real job!"
KIM PETERSON, Brainerd, is the
education coordinator at St. Joseph's
Medical Center.
MARGARET STAUBLI
STANDAFER and PHIL STANDAFER
live in Plymouth. Margaret is employed in
the purchasing department at Buhler-Miag,
Inc. Phil is a transportation supervisor for
FMG Minnetonka Corp.
DIANE STEFANICK, New Hope, is
a customer service sales assistant at
Reliance Electric, Plymouth.
JOHN TORGERSON and
LYNELLE JACOBSON '88, St. Cloud,
wer_e married in May. John is an
accountant at Bernick's Pepsi Cola, Waite
Park.

JOE HOOVER
JOE HOOVER, St. Cloud,
announced his candidacy for Mayor of St.
Cloud in June. He hopes to make
legislative lobbying his top priority.
SHARON IMGRUND, St. Paul, is
a sales coordinator at Koch Industries.
LYNELLE JACOBSON and JOHN
TORGERSON '87, St. Cloud, were
married in May.
JOE KAMMERMEIER and
CINDY BACKES '89 were married in
June. He is employed by Welsh
Companies, Eden Prairie.
JOY KIERZEK and RICHARD
McMORROW were married in June. Joy
is a teacher at l.aPepiniere Montessori
School, Edina. Richard is a substitute
teacher.
KEVIN LANGER and
KATHERINE KAYFES '87 were
married in May. Kevin is a corrections
counselor at Minnesota Correctional
Facility, St. Cloud.
KEVIN LIBBESMEIER, Kimball,
married Joyce Tenney in June. Kevin is
employed by Fingerhut Corp., St. Cloud.
JEAN LOEHNING, Sartell, married
Dale Randall in June. Jean is employed by
Deb at Crossroads Shopping Center.
MATIHEW G. MAIER, Lynd, is
assistant brand manager at Red Baron

Pizza, Marshall.
ANNETTE MAY, Browerville, is a
teacher at Holy Family School, Albany.
JILL E. KARAKAS MOLINE, St.
Cloud, is personnel administrator at Minco
Products Inc., Fridley.

SHIELA MULLENMASTER and
BRUCE STAINBROOK '89, St. Cloud,
were married in August. She teaches fifth
grade at St. Joseph Lab School.

MARYBETH OSTRAND-ZEA,
Onamia, is communications director of the
Franciscan Sisters of Little Falls.
ANN PARR, Grand Rapids, is a
kindergarten teacher at Hill City School.
LARRY PARSONS, Waite Park,
married Ann Waletski in June. Larry is
employed by Fingerhut Corp.
GREGG PETERS, Burnsville, is a
certified public accountant at Peat
Marwick Main & Co., Minneapolis.
ROBERT J. PLOMBON, Eden
Prairie, is a registered representative at
Waddell & Reed, Inc.

SATYANAND PRASHAD, New
York, N.Y., is an accountant with Regency
Cruises Inc.
MARY KAY RAUENHORST, St.
Louis Park, is a territory sales manager at
Upsher-Smith Laboratories.
SHARON SCHMIESING and
JERRY HAGEMEIER '72, St. Cloud,
were married in June.
THOMAS SCREEDEN, St. Cloud,
is assistant manager at ITT Financial.
PATIENCE SMITH, Sartell, is the
leasing manager for Illies, Nohava, Heinen
Property Management and Sales.
ELKE STRAHAN, Plymouth, is an
assistant manager at Sideshow Restaurant,
Brooklyn Park.
MARIA THOMPSON, Anoka, is
director of special events for the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation, Minneapolis.
ANNE TINGERTHAL, St. Paul, is
a rehabilitation counselor with Midwest
Special Services.
BECKY VORPE, Bloomington, is a
resident instructor at Opportunity
Workshop, Minneapolis, a group home for
mentally retarded people.
MICHAEL GRAHAM W AXLAX,
Rice, married Lori Jonas in June. He is
night manager at Cobom's, St. Cloud.

1989
CINDY BACKES and JOE
KAMMERMEIER '88 were married in
June. She is employed by Deloitte, Haskins
& Sells, Minneapolis.
GAIL M. FOKKEN, St. Paul, is a
software support specialist at Emeritus.
BRADLEY J. GOETSCH, St.
Cloud, is a realtor associate at Century 21
Home Key Realty.
WIN-NIE HO is back in Singapore.
She is working for her father's printing
company.
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SARAHJ. NOERENBERG,
Winsted, interned in the community
development department for die City of
Watertown. She is engaged to be married
in November.
USA O'ITERNESS, St. Cloud,
married Greg Yoerg in August.
AARON RODRIGUEZ, Baxter,
married Anne Franco in August. Both
traveled with "Up With People," an
international entertainment group.
TERRY J. SMITH, Sauk Rapids, is a
graduate student at SCSU.

SUSAN SMITH-BATTLES,
Minneapolis, is an outreach advocate at
Family & Children's Service. "I graduated
and got a job a week later," Susan said.
BRUCE STAINBROOK and
SHIELA MULLENMASTER '88, St.
Cloud, were married in August. He is a
claims representative at American Family
Insurance.
JOHN SULLIVAN, Fridley, is the
economic development planner for the
East Central Regional Development
Commission, Mora.
,J
THOMAS TEMPLIN, Foley,
married Christine Randall in August.
KARLA K. THIESSE, Brainerd,
married Paul Fauk in July.

JEROME W. WENDORFF,
Stewartville, is an analyst programmer in
information services at the Mayo Clinic.
BECKI ZIRBES, Melrose, married
Jess Roering in June.

Please_Write

Name

BRYAN HOFFMAN, Kimball, is a
marketing representative at Marco Business
Products, St. Cloud.
DAVID KLEIS, St. Cloud, is a
driving instructor at the St. Cloud Driving
School.
JANELLE KOOPMEINERS and
MICHAEL THELL '86 were married in
June.

BRENDA
WEIGELT

BRENDA WEIGELT, Savage, is the
assistant director for research and
development for the Minnesota State
University Student Association.

/ We remember.·. .

j

Our sympathy is with the
families and friends of the following
alumni and faculty whose deaths
have recently been reported to the
Alumni Association:
1918 Bonnetta Fletcher Hahn,
Spokane, Wash.
1923 Athalia V. Skaug,
Minneapolis
1924 Eleanor Kirkendale
Kinnaman, Greenville, N.C.
1926 Orpha Chapman Perry, Little
F~
.,,
1927 Mane Staudenbaur Petersen,
Jeffers
.
1929 Herman E. Busch, St. Cloud
1934 Mary Bach Hoehl, St. Cloud
1936 Adeline L. Radde, Waconia
1942 Harvey A. Shew, Merrifield
1949 V. Pearl Maier, Sauk Rapids
1960 Gloria Loueen Larson, New
London
1961 Michael Chmielewski, Foley
1964 Maurice Eugene Vollcer,
Mesa, Ariz.
1966 Gary E. Reed, Sioux Falls,
S.D.
1985 Jacqueline Goetzke, Foley
1986 Cheryl Jo Bohanon,
Monticello
Faculty Emeriti
Dr. Arthur Nelson, St. Cloud
(Chemistry, 1947-1969)
Dr. Floyd P. Perry, Pendleton, Ore.
(Tcacher Development,
1953-1982)
Dr. John Melton, St. Cloud
(English, 1968-1986)

SCSU ARTS&
- ENTERTAINMENT
For information on events in
SCSU's Performing Arts Center
(PAC), contact SCSU's music
office at 255-3223. For theatre
events, call SCSU's theatre department at 255-3229. For events
sponsored by SCSU's University
Program Board (UPB), call 2552205 for details. All events listed
below are free and open to the
general public.
Sept. 12-0ct. 13 ART EXHIBIT:
Toy airplane exhibit, Atwood Ballroom display cases. (UPB)

CALENDAR
Sept. 18-Nov. 5 ART EXHIBIT:
Lin Mei, oil paintings, Atwood
Gallery. (UPB)
Sept. 20 RECEPTION: Lin Mei
opening reception, 4 p.m., Atwood
Gallery. (UPB)
Oct. 4 POETRY READING: Jack
Driscoll Residency, fiction/ poetry
reading, 7 p.m., Atwood Little
Theatre. (UPB)
Oct. 12 RECITAL: Joseph Zins,
piano, 8 p.m. PAC Recital Hall.
Oct.17-21 THEATREPRODUCTION: "Who's Afraid of Virginia W oolfl" 8 p.m., Performing

Arts Center Stage II. Contact theatre department for ticket
information.
Oct.19 CONCERT: Minnesota
Symphony Orchestra, 8 p.m.,
Benedicta Arts Center, College of
St. Benedict.
Oct. 26 CONCERT: SCSU
Orchestra, 8 p.m., St. Augustine's
Church, St. Cloud.
Oct. 28 CONCERT: St. Cloud
Symphony Orchestra, 7 p.m.,
Benedicta Arts Center, College of
St. Benedict.
Nov. 1 RECITAL: Chamber recital, 8 p.m., PAC Recital Hall.
DEBATE: Sarah Weddington and
Phyllis Schlafley debate abortion
issues, 7:30 p.m., Atwood Ballroom. Call UPB for ticket info.
Nov. 2 CONCERT: Jazz Ensemble
Pre-Homecoming Concert, 8 p.m.,
Stewart Hall Auditorium.
Nov. 2-4, 6-8 THEATRE PRODUCTION: "Sly Fox," 8 p.m. Performing Arts Center Stage I. Contact theatre department for ticket
information.
Nov. 3 Stewart Hall Dedication. 3
p.m.
Nov. 4 CONCERT: SCSU Band
and Marching Band Homecoming
Concert, at conclusion of SCSUSouth Dakota football game,
approximate time 5 p.m., Stewart
Hall Auditorium.
CONCERT: Leo Kottke, Stewart
Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Nov. 8-9 OPERA: Opera scenes, 8
p.m. PAC Recital Hall.

Nov. 11 CONCERT: Orchestra
concert, 7 :30 p.m. Stewart Hall.
Nov. 12 CHORALE: SCSU Concert Choir, 4 p.m., St. Mary's
Church, St. Cloud.
Nov. 14 CONCERT: Shared concert with SCSU, St. John's University and the College of St. Benedict,
8 p.m., Stewart Hall Auditorium.
Nov. 18 ENSEMBLES: MMTA
Ensemble Festival, all day, Stewart
Hall Auditorium.
Dec. 10 RECITAL: Student voice
recital, 3 p.m., PAC Recital Hall.
CONCERT: St. Cloud Symphony
Orchestra, 7 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
Dec. 12 RECITAL: Student voice
recital, 8 p.m., PAC Recital Hall.
Dec. 14 RECITAL: Peter Johnson,
guitar, 8 p.m., PAC Recital Hall.
Dec. 16 HOLIDAY CONCERT: A
St. Cloud Noel, 3 p.m., Stewart
Hall Auditorium.
HOLIDAY CELEBRATION: Family Holly Day, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Atwood Ce~ter.
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WORKSHOPS&
CONFERENCES
Oct. 2 or 3 Nursing Diagnosis:
Reducing the Barriers to Clinical
Use.
Oct. 6 Adolescent Sex Offenders:
The Development and Intervention
of Sexually Abusive Behaviors.
Oct. 13-14 A Perspective on Educational Reform.
Oct. 15-20 Elderhostel at Koinonia Retreat and Conference Center.
Oct. 2 7 Emotional Abuse: Gaining
Understanding of the Healing
Process.
Oct. 2 7-28 Interviewing Skills for
Educational Administrators.
Nov. 2 Help, What Do I Do Now?
Practical Techniques to Use in the
Elementary Classroom.
Nov. 10-11 Creating and Using
Text Sets in the Elementary
Classroom.
Nov. 17 Dysfunctional Families.
Nov. 18 Desktop Publishing: An
Introduction to Techniques.
July 2-13 Bavarian/Alpine Adventure with Oberammergau.
Contact: (612) 255-3081 for
information regarding the above
workshops and conferences.

